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The director of the documentary
'America the Beautiful' is coming
to campus to discuss America's
obsession with physical perfection,
68.

The Murray State women's tennis
teamis coming off a two-straioht OVC
winning streak followlno a 6-1 trump
over Austin Peay State University and
a 7-Q win over Southeast Missouri
State University, 18.

Find out what students on
campus think about the
North Carolina Tar Heels
takino the NCAA
championship title at
thenews.oro.
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Switch it, change it
Presidents learn by swapping jobs

Call of Fame
Astudent's handlinQ
of asnake made
others on campus
uncomfortable.

Megan Locke
Staff writer
University President Randy
Dunn and Student Government
Association President Kara Mantooth played a game of "switcheroo"
April2.
The two presidents decided to
switch places to bring student
awareness to both presidents' jobs.
Dunn arrived in the SGA office a
little after 1:30 p.m.. dressed for
action in a suit and tie. Mantooth
led Dunn to her office, where a
major decision confronted him; she
asked him whether he would prefer
to sit in an office chair or try something a little different. Mantooth is
working on her "core," she said, so
she opts to sit on a large, clear exer·
else ball while working in her office.
Dunn gladly played along and sat on
the ball while attending to SGA business.
Both presidents joked intermittently throughout their time together. Whether posing for publicity
shots by Chief of Staff Joshua Jacobs,
or talking about upcoming projects.
the two shared an understanding of
what is imponant in University life.
In the hustle and bustle of students
and activities, Dunn took a moment
to put his feet up and watch basket·
ball with students. He joked about
having a "tough day" in the SGA
office.
It was Jacobs, however, who

OPINION, SA

Face Off
Ghosts are not scary
when they are your
roommate accord·
inQ to one student.

FEA rur<ES. 98

mylunes ·
find out what graduate student Maha
AI·Muhareb listens
to on her 'iPod to
Qet Inspired.

AshleeCobb
Staff writer
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The campaign race started
Monday for students contending for Student Government
Association executive and
nonexecutive positions.
Jonathan Burdon, junior
from Marion, Ky., is campaigning for SGA president with his
running mate Robin Phelps.
junior from Cape Girardeau,
Mo. Burdon ran for SGA secre·
tary in 2007 and for president
in 2008, but was not elected.
He said he has high hopes for
this term running with Phelps.
"Robin and l complement
each other," Burdon said.
"Where I am weak in certain
areas, she is strong."
Burdon said his visions for
SGA are to help create an identity within the Murray State
campus while creating unity
among the members.
Burdon and Phelps want to
re-organize the Corp group
system, which mandates each
senator regularly attend organization's meetings as representative of SGA.
"I want to hold the senators
responsible for attending the
meetings," Burdon said. "If
they were told there would be
consequences if they did not
attend, that might get them to
go. Executive council should
also be in contact with student
groups if they need help."
Burdon said he plans to ere·
ate an interactive Web site,
which would allow every student to give their input so SGA
could better help represent the
student body.
"Kara has done a great job in
leading SGA in the right direction," Burdon said. "We want
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to take it to the next level. That
is why we want to create the
interactive Web site to represent all of the students."
Burdon said he thinks SGA
should be a place where students go to get any information
they need. He said he intends
to create an atmosphere where
students can feel confident
about coming to SGA with any
problems they need help with.
"We want student workers
who have to work in the SGA
office trained to know everything about the campus," Burdon said. "We need to create an
identity that is there for the
students."
Kara Mantooth, senior from
Owensboro, Ky., and current
SGA president, plans to run for
re-election. Mantooth said her
platform is different because
the ideas she has for the student body are issues she has
already raised.
"There are several things in
the works right now," Mantooth said. "For instance, the
Back the Book bill failed in the
state Senate, but I am meeting
with administrators and other
key players involved in hopes
to implement those same ideas
at Murray State."
Another of Mantooth's platforms involves setting up a
Web master seat within the
senate to make the SGA Web
site more student-friendly.
"There is an open chair in
the Senate that I would like to
see go towards a Web master,"
Mantooth said. "Previously, we
had PR students work on the
Web site, but that really isn't
their job. Our Web site needs
to be kept up-to-date and I
think we should create a chair
for a Web master."
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unn said ihe experience was
enjoyable.
"It was a fun little activity." he
said.
The "president swap" lasted for
about an hour, as the two presidents
quietly walked back to their respective offices to continue the task of
directing University life.
Megan Locke can be reached at
megan.lock@murraystate.edu.
Photo Illustration by M1sty Hays/The New$

Murray state
takes another
technoiOC)Ical step
forward by replaclnQSocial Security
numbers. which
currently act as
student ldenttftca·
tlon numbers.
with M-numbers.

SGA election race kicks off
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Dunn said, referring to Mantooth's position as student
regent on the Board of
Regents.
Dunn emphasized the
importance of Mantooth's job.
He said Mantooth is always
conscientious and prepared for
meetings, which shows her commitment.
"It did give me a pretty good
appreciation for the many issues
that she has to handle that are just
as kind of pressing and demanding as what I deal with on a dayto-day basis," Dunn said.
Dunn said the purpose of the
switch was to raise awareness
about the role of SGA on campus.
He said after completing the switch,
he is impressed with bow much the
organization takes on.
"I want to do what l can to credit
(SGA) to build appreciation for the
type of work they take on." Dunn
said. "It Is significant and it would
leave a hole if it wasn't accomplished

•
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received more flak, albeit jokingly,
from SGA coordinator Jeanie Morgan, when she said she chided him
for standing on a desk.
After Dunn made his appearance
in the SGA office, Jacobs escorted
Mantooth and Dunn in true presidential style - chauffeuring both
presidents from the Curris Center to
Wells Hall. Then, Mantooth seized
control of the president's office.
Mantooth sat at Dunn's desk and
even spoke for a few minutes with
Vice President for Student Affairs
Don Robenson. She also spoke with
Jill Hunt-Lovett, executive assistant
to the president.
Mantooth said the idea for the
switch originated from another university, where the president and student government president swapped
roles. She said the whole experience
emphasizes the similarities of the
two jobs, in that they are both often
in contact with students.
"We wanted to bring awareness to
the relationship that we have," she
said. "This is just to show that Dr.
Dunn is just like the rest of us."
Dunn said one of the many aspects
the two president's jobs share is conflict management. Dunn said the
swap provides more light into how
student government operates. He
said it is important students are
aware of the responsibilities of SGA
and how the organization helps students.
"Kara is one of my 11 bosses,"

n· n

Mantooth said her campaign
strategy is different from her
opponents'. She said she is not
running with a partner because
all the executive officers work
together equally in SGA.
"I respect Jonathan and
Robin, but I am not going to
run with a partner because
each student votes for each
individual officer and all of the
officers work together," Mantooth said.
Mantooth said if anyone has
any questions about her job as
SGA president, or about SGA
in general, to call, e-mail or
stop by her office. She said she
is here to represent students.
"Whatever I am involved in,
I always think of the students
first," Mantooth said. "I
encourage as many students as
possible to go vote."
The positions open for election are SGA president, vicepresident, secretary, treasurer,
three senators per academic
college and eight senators-atlarge.
A student must have at least
a 2.0 GPA to run for a senatorial position and 2.7 GPA to run
for an executive position. SGA
holds mandatory meetings at 5
p.m. Wednesday and each senator must work two hours per
week in the SGA office once
they are elected.
Campaigning lasts for two
weeks, with voting starting 9
a.m. April 20 to 9 a.m. April 22.
Students may vote online at
Racemet or msusga.com.
The winners of the election
will be announced at 5 p.m.
April 22 during All Campus
Sing.
Ashlee Cobb can be reached
at ashlee.cobb@murraystate.
edu.

I University establl;b;~~M~numbers
for increased identity security
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
By now many students have
realized, through multiple signs,
e-mails and stations set up
throughout campus, MyGate is
replacing Racer-Touch allowing
students to schedule online for
the first time. What students may
not realize is that is not the only
change.
Social Security numbers have
been used as student m num·
bers, allowing access to the PIN
system and used by the Bursar's
office to verify tuition payments.
With the shift to the MyGate system, however, there is a simultaneous change to the M-number.
Bursar Anita Poynor, said the
M-numbcr will replace Social
Security numbers as student IDs.
"It is a generated number out
of the Banner system,'' Poynor
said. "So it just basically is your
access to your information. Food
Services. Bursar's Office, Housing, any place you've used your
ID card with your Social Security
number, you will now use your
M-number."
Poynor said the University is
changing to theM-number due to
regards for students' privacy.

"Security, identity theft are
some of the reasons we're
switching," Poyner said. "Really
and truly, there is a push across
the nation to eliminate the use of
Social Security numbers as a
form oflD.''
All Murray State students
should receive their M-numbers
soon. Current students on the
MyGate system should have
already received at least one email from MyGate support. The
MyGate .suppon stations across
campus can also provide students with their M-number when
they setup their account. M· numbers for new students should
arrive in their admissions letter.
"Students can log onto MyGate
support and there Is an account
setup assistant that basically
walks you through the process,''
Poynor said. ''That was included
in the e-mail sent to students on
April6."
Students with questions about
the switch to MyGate and Mnumbers may contact the Help
Desk at 809-2346 or visit the
GoLivel Center in Applied Science North room 304.
Amanda Crider can be reached
at amanda.crider@murraystate.
edu.
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This week- - - - - - - - - - - Saturday
s4 p.m. ADddo club meetins: carr
Health Buildios room 230. open ro
the public

-4 p.m. Multicultural Night;
Winslow Dilililg Hall; perforIIWl«S"Start at 1 p.m.; -open to the
public
-4 p.IIL S.seball vs. Southeast
Missouri State; Reagan Field. free

·2 p.m. Wom·
en's tennis
vs.
Jacksonville
State; Purcell
Tennis
Courts, free

LDL N"' Life Chril,tUia 8oakstore Kid's Day; comer of Sth aDd
Main streets; ends at 3 p.z;n.. !tee
•1 p.m. Baseball VS. Southeast Nit~
souri State; Reagan Field, free

Now Playing
•D

a.m.

Tinseltown Tuesdays

Star Stage Make Your Own

Curris Center Theater

Music Video: Curris Center dance
lounge; ends at 2 p~ free

""The BIB Lebowski" Tuesday

meeting; SGA ••Office
Curds Center first floor; open to pub-

•Ghostbulters" April 28

•S p.m. CAB

lic
•1 p.m. 1be Big LebOwski;• CurriS
Center Theater; open to the public.

"Back to tbe Future" May 5

free

Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Adtnission
is free.

•7:30 p.m. Presidential Lec:ture-Series;
LoVett Auditorium. free

Coming Up
•April ZO: Mlmy Macnss .f8 p.m.; tat
lawn
If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray S~te
News office at W Wilson Hall. fax
to 809-3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
aU items received will be published.

Police Beat- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Aprll2
2:S2 p.m. A caller from Public
Safety, reported a lost parking
permit. An officer took a
report for theft less than $300.
2:58 p.m. A caller from Wells
Hall reported a female student
having a seizure. Emergency
Medical Services was notified.
EMS transported the female to
the emergency room. An officer took a report.
8:35 p.m. A caller from
Springer College reported a
driver in a vehicle drove over
the sidewalk and was stuck in
mud. The vehicle was moved
back to a parking space. An
officer noted no damage to the
vehicle.

April3
12:07 a.m. A caller from the
Roy Stewart Stadium parking
lot reported a vehicle parked in
the front row at the south end
of the lot was covered in plastic wrap. An officer noted no

6:CY7 a.m. A Murray State Police

damage to the vehicle.
1:06 a.m. A caller from 16th
Street reported an intoxicated
person walking on the sidewalk. The person was injured
from riding a bike and called a
friend for a ride. The person
refused medical attention.
1:33 p.m. A caller from Public
Safety reported a person
receiving harassing e-mails. An
officer advised the student to
avoid contact with the harasser.

officer at the north and south
Business buildings went to
unlock the doors, but found
they were already open.

AprilS
12:04 a.m. Murray State Police
at J4th Street and Olive Boulevard issued a citation to
McKenzie Scoville, freshman
from Collinsville, Ill., for possession of alcohol by a minor.
She was escorted back to her
residential college.
1:34 a.m. A caller from Regents
College reported a vehicle
parked in front of the building
was playing music loudly. The
vehicle was gone upon officer
arrival. An officer took a
report.
4:05 a.m. Murray State Police
near Hwy. 121 and Emmanuel
Bapttst
Ch urch
arrested
Christopher N. Gibson, senior
from Hardinsburg, Ky., for driving under the influence, failing to wear eye protection and

Aprll4
12:34 a.m. A caller from the
Murray city area attempted to
locate a person involved in a
ftght at a local restaurant who
was possibly armed. Murray
State Police was notified. An
officer took a report.
1:55 a.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a broken window on a stairwell door
between the second and third
floors . An officer took a report
for third degree criminal mis·
chief.

possession of a controlled substance. An officer took a
report.

April6
2:05a.m. A caller from Waterfield Library reported people
locked inside the library. Central Plant was notified to escort
the people out
4:39a.m. The Calloway County
Sheriff's office requested the
Murray State Police assist with
locating a handicapped person
missing from a vehicle. A Murray State police officer assisted
with the request. An officer
took a report.
6:43 p.m. A caller from Public
Safety requested to speak with
an officer regarding harassing
communication between stu·
dents.

April7

L'03 a.m. Murray State Police
near Payne Street and Regents
College issued a citation to
Michael E. Pritchard, graduate

student from Murray, for disregarding a stop sign.
2:22 p.m. A caller from Sparks
Hall reported a student who
appeared unhappy. An officer
met with the student and
explained the situation. The
student understood and left
the area.
4:47 p.m. A caller from the
Collins Center for Industry
and Technology building
reported skateboarders in the
parking Jot. An officer located
the University students and
informed them of Murray
State's skateboarding policy.

lot. Facilities Management and
Central Plant were notified.
6:02 p.m. Murray Fire Department, the state fire marshal
and Murray Police officers
were notified by Central Plant
of a fire alarm activation on the
fifth floor of Faculty Hall.
9:58 p.m. A caller from Waldrop Drive reported a black
car with white stripes speeding
throu the area. Murray State
Police officers were notified.

AprilS

Assistant News Editor Robin
l'helps compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by Public Safety. Not all dispatched
calls are listed.

12:46 p.m. A caller from
Regents College reported a
large pot hold in the parking

Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 4
Arrests - 1

Resi dent i aI Co II e e We ek
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You are invited to the following events during Residential College Week:
SPRINGER/FRANKLIN
Monday: Sigma Eta Honor Society Community Service Project: 5 - 6 p.m.;

HART
Monday: Residential College Council Meeting

Margarita Monday: 6- 8 p.m.; Land Between the Lakes Hiking lips and

Wednesday: Wear Your College T-Shirt Day, Yoga: 8 p.m.

Survival Guide by Professors Bonnie and Sam McNeely: 7- 8 p.m.;

Thursday: Visit to the Animal Shelter: 3 p.m.

Residential College Council Meeting: 8 p.m.

Friday: Cookout and Campus Scavenger Hunt: 6 p.m.

Thursday: Bubble Bonanza: 5 - 6:30 p.m.; You Have the Right: 7 - 7:45 p.m.

Saturday: Land Between the Lakes Camping Trip

Saturday: Land Between the Lakes Hike with Professors Bonnie and
Sam McNeely: 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.

CLARK
Monday: Spring Retreat: 5:30 - 8 p.m.

ELIZABETH
Monday: Lizo Lobby Display

Wednesday: Community Builders, RD's: After 6 p.m.
Thursday: Community Builders, RD's: After 6 p.m.

Tuesday: Lizo Door Prizes: 11 :30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. and 4:30 ~ 6:30 p.m.
Friday: Volleyball Tournament: 6 - 1o p.m., Ping Pong Tournament: 7 - 1o p.m.

.

Wednesday: Lizo Movie and Popcorn Night: 8 p.m.
Saturday: Volleyball Tournament: 6 - 10 p.m .

Thursday: Windle's Lizo Home Movies: 8 p.m.
RICHMOND
Monday: Lion & Rose Banquet 5:30p.m.

Friday: Lizo Block Party: 5 p.m.
REGENTS
Monday: Campus Scavenger Hunt: 6:30p.m.

Thursday: Collaborative Outdoor Afternoon Games on the Quad
Friday: Collaborative Indoor Evening Games in Richmond Library

Thursday: Study Break, "Sidewalk Chalk Party," 9 p.m.
Saturday: Regents/White Cook-OuWolleyball, 4- 6 p.m.
WHITE
Monday: Midnight Chocolate Buffet
Tuesday: Men's and Women's Soccer, Presidential Lecture
Wednesday: Midnight Breakfast Buffet
Thursday: Men's and Women's Soccer, Shopping Cart Floor Wars to benefit Needline
Friday: Cookout and Games with Regents

Tuesday: Presidential Lecture
Wednesday: Backpack Collection Day, Curris Center; Residential College Dinner 5 - 7 p.m .

..
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Presidential Lecture nears
Brittany Andrew s

"His passion for that subject matter and sharing that
knowledge with others is phenomenal."

Staff writer
This year marks Abraham
Lincoln's 200th birthday :md
in the spirit of celebration,
Murray State will host the
renowned Lincoln Scholar,
Richard Norton Smith, for his
lecture, "Lincoln at 200: Thl'
Measure of All Presidents."
The event takes place at 7
p.m. Tuesday in Lovett Audi·
torium as part of Murray
State's Presidential Lecture
Series. It is free and open to
the public.
Smith's lecture was origi·
nally scheduled for early Feb·
ruary, but was postponed due
to the ice storm.
Smith's lecture is one of
several events on campus eel·
cbrating Lincoln's 200th
birthday.
According to a press
release, Smith is the founding
director of the Abraham Lin·

-Josh Jacobs
Chief of Staff
Eisenhower
Center,
the
Ronald Reagan Presidential
Library and the Gerald R.
Ford Museu m and Library.
He is currently a scholar in
residence at George Mason
University in Washington

D.C.

Photo Court~y uf murraystate.t>du

Richard Norton Smith shares his perspective on the Uncoln presidency.
coin Presidential Library and
Museum in Springfield Ill.,
and serves as the ABC News
presidential historian.

He has also served as director of the Herbert Hoover
Presidential Lihrary and
Museum, the Dwight D.

Chief of Staff Josh Tacobs,
said he hopes for a successful
turnout at the event.
"We are excited to have
him on campus and for faculty and students to see him,"
Jacobs said. "It's a feather in
Murray State's cap to have
him come here."
For Jacobs, Smith's appeal
is h is ability to convey his

academic passion to those
who don't have a background
in his field.
"His passion for that sub·
ject matter and sharing that
knowledge with others is phenomenal," Jacobs said. "I'm
excited and I want as many
students there as possible. It
will be well worth their time."
Juan Arias, senior from San
Pedro de Macoris, Dominican
Republic, said he plans to
attend Smith's lecture to learn
more about l.incoln and why
current politicians try to emulate him.
"I am going to the Lincoln
lecture because President

Obama compared himself to
Lincoln during the campaign,"
Arias said. "Obama tried to
emulate Lincoln and present
himself as the individual that
would bring America past its
division in regards to not only
race, but the division between
Liheral America and Conservative America."
In the past, such famous
names as environmentalist
Robert Kennedy Jr.. former
Prime Minister of Pakistan
Benazir Bhutto, and former
president of South Africa
F.W. de Klcrk have visited
Murray State as part of the
lecture serit.'s.
This series is sponsored by
the Murray State foundation,
University President President Randy Dunn, and the
Student Government Association.
Brittany Andrews can be
rcacht•d at brittany.andrcw.o;
@murraystate.cdu.
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Opinion Editor: Clayton Vertrees
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

Could fees drive students away?
Costs presented to Board of Regents may spike transfers from Murray State
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
During the tuition forums, administrators
referenced Murray State's yearly rankings in
U.S. News and World Report and Kiplinger's.
If the University goes through with the
hourly fees discussed, Murray State can kiss
that recognition goodbye.
Murray State will lose some of its most
promising students if they feel penalized for
pushing themselves in their course loads heck, not even pushing themselves, but taking the necessary steps to graduate in less
than five years.
When The News first heard about the sug-•
gested remedy for Murray State's financial
woes. we were surprised. When our staff

realized how the move could impact individual students, it was hard to believe the same
University we have come to know and love
dur ing our various years of attendance came
up with the scheme.
We understand Kentucky's decision to cut
an enormous chunk out of Murray State's
funding. After all, nobody has much money
these days.
But through this move. Murray State could
turn a temporary economic: condition into
the thing that snaps the University's back.
From what we can tell, Murray State's
administrators have not yet caught on to the
concept of student transfers. If students feel
like they could get the same or better education at a cheaper price, they will transfer to

another university.
If the Board of Regents does go ahead with
the current tuition proposal, we expect a
large number of students will leave for other
institutions. Not because they don't like
being a Racer, but because the expense of a
Murray State education will rocket far above
its actual value.
Murray State students chose the University because of its value. Students can attend
Murray State and get just what they need to
prepare themselves for the next step in their
professional lives.
Murray State fills a specific role as an institution where students get a solid set of tools
to carry on through their lives without the
financial baggage many other universities pin

on their graduates.
Nobody really knows how students will
react to such a drastic change in costs per
semester. The best course of action for Murray State would be to listen to its students.
Murray State is proposing ways to regenerate funds lost from the state. Most reasonable
students understand a 4 percent increase in
tuition. Times are tough, and college expenses continue to rise.
On the other hand, an overwhelming
majority of students remain dissatisfied with
the idea of charging for hours past 15.
The News believes students should make
an effort to be heard by administrators by
signing up to speak at the Board of Regents
meeting at 1 p.m. Monday in Pogue Library.

what do you think•••

Oh, that? fhat'tjutt the
money you will be tpendlng
on every extra credit hour
you take next cemester!

what is the most underrated student group on campus?
"The Honors Program - at other schools,
it's a bigger deal and here there isn't as
much emphasis on it."
Rebecca Hatler· Pnnceton. Ky.
junior
"The Honors Program because there isn't
much publicity."
Joshua Hayatt • Murray
sophomore
"The Speech and Debate Union because
most people don't realize what we do."

Jessica Johnston-Fisher • Richmond. Va.
freshman
Lauren Bell/ The News

Your voice

Letters

Per-credit hour fees encourage drone students
I am incredibly disappointed

Jessica Moore
Jessica Moore
is a senior from
Dexter, Mo.

with the tuition raise suggestions that have been given to
Murray State students with no
other options.
Asking students to pay percredit hour is a bit out of line especially since individual
degrees have different credit
requirements.
It all comes down to one
ridiculous goal: 12,000 students
by 2012.
The statistical goal gives no
merit to the type of students we
recruit. It looks solely at the
numbers. Therefore, we recruit
drones.
Drone students who take
only the minimal load of course
hours per semester and exude
minimal effort.
The plan would recruit drone
students who never take any
class outside their pretty, neat,
MAP report.
Drone students who do not
think outside the box, and who
do not strive to further their
education by taking every class
they possibly can.
We turn Murray State into a
vocational training institute
and forsake all the ideals of secondary education.
We destroy music.
We destroy music for the students who do it out of sheer
love - Racer band, pep band,

the news
M U RRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E·mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809-3175

thenews.org

concert band, wind ensemble,
Orchestra, Chamber Choir,
Concert Choir and University
Chorale.
All require credit hours will
now cost students $250 almost
each.
My heart utterly burns as I
watch the University I have
worked with for five years to
make a "public ivy" go on the
most destructive path possible.
And for what? For money.
Sure, we arc down and out.
The entire United States is
down and out.
You get up, you ftnd other
ways, you write grants and you
figure it out.
You simply cannot put the
deficit of the University on the
shoulders of its hardest workers - those who strive to be
double majors, double minors,
educators, artists. doctors, veterinarians.
These are the people who
make the University turn.
Those who put in late hours
and go above and beyond, who
make the University one of
Kiplinger's best.
I can guarantee you those
outstanding students are not
taking U-15 credit hours per
semester.
What makes Murray State
different? It used to be its ability to produce bright. wc11-

rounded scholars. Scholars who
exhibited 10 characteristics, the
fundamental teaching doctrine
of Murray State.
As you read them, I urge you
to think about how taking a
course or two outside your
major has helped you achieve
those goals. I want you to consider the arts for science
majors, math for musicians and
much needed recreation classes
for all.
I want you to consider college and what it means to
expand your horizons and
become the scholars of tomorrow - what it means to be
changed through secondary
education.
Finally, I want you to go to
the Board of Regents meeting
on Monday at I p.m. in Pogue,
register and use your five minutes to speak.
Tell our Regents we are
scholars, that we will not be
made drones only capable of
tasks within our myopic major.
That we, as the movers and
shakers of tomorrow and as the
heartbeat that fills thls University, will not stand to see our
and
University
punished
destroyed because of an economic recession.
We are here to learn, to
expand and to change. It is only
fair to let us.
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Involvement enriches student's education
Dear Editor,
My first year at Murray State has been a very exciting one
because I have chosen to become involved.
I was a part of Cabbie my first semester which is a group of
volunteers that help out with SGA events.
I enjoyed working with them because we were able to get
involved with concerts, county parades, voting polls, etc. Some
of the music that we provided was by a band that I had never
heard of, called Big Daddy Weave. but because I worked at the
door for Cabbie, I was able to attend the concert for free. Now
I have an awesome band that I love to listen to.
The other part of Cabbie that I really enjoyed was working
at the homecoming parade in downtown Murray.
While we blocked off traffic, all the sororities and fraternities had made their own floats and presented them through the
streets. After we had done our job, we were able to sit down
and watch the floats go by and enjoy a piece of candy when it
was thrown out to us.
My second semester of college, I was considered a sophomore because I had taken summer classes and some classes in
high school which made me eligible for the Resident Advisor
position. I no longer had much time for Cabbie, but I was still
involved within my residential college.
Through this position I learned much about time management, responsibility, and learning how to work with others. .
This was a great step for me, because I had been lacking in
these areas before I was offered the job. It has been a great job
for me because the schedule is great with my school hours, also
I like to interact with the students at the various programs the
other RA's and myself put on.
The flrst year here at Murray State has been wonderful, and
I look forward to the next three years I have here.

- Amy Marsh, Philippi, W. Va.
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(from top left) "America the Beautiful" picture by Misty Hays/The News; Tennis cutout by Rick Bur·
restrhe News. video camera graphic by Misty Hays/The News. (sidebar from top) Call of Fame
graphic by Misty Hays/The News: Face OH graphic courtesy of flixster.com: myTunes picture by
Lauren Bell/The News.· weather graphics by Kristen Miller/ The News: weather Information courtesy
weather.com
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The Murray State News is a des1Qnated public forum .Sllldent editor&have authority to make all content decrsrons Without
censorshiP or advance approval The paper oilersa hands·on learnrno er1VIronment for students Interested in rournafitm T~e
campus press should be tree !rom censorship and advance approYal ol COllY and tiS editorsshoold dtl'floll their edijorlal and
MwS policies.
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Face Off

Simply
Put

Should housing watch ghost roommates?
NO
YES
Gather your family around
Ghosts help
make campus
life more fun

alaptop for quality time

Consider minor
hassles of ghost
roommates

Television and 1 go
way back, but I feel
ready to move on.
is a Copy Editor at The
Instead of late night
News
comics and an occasional baseball game,
television offers very
little a computer cannot match.
Megan gets an apartment off camPersonally, I feel Casper would
Please don't misunderstand, I
rambunctious young adults and
I guess I wish I felt
Clayton
pus.
make sure they don't torch the
be a wonderful roommate.
am not against ghost residents.
guilty
for even considJason does not because his parI feel a ghost would in fact be the
It is a student's own prerogastudy lounge. flre cannonballs
Vertrees ering moving on withents do not believe in a guy living
best type of roommate.
down the hallway or catapult rantive what he or she does with his
out television. T hen
with a girl before marriage, even
Why would a ghost be such a
dom objects (or themselves) out
or her housing arrangement, and I
again,
maybe
1
just
think I should feel
though Jason really wants to live
great roommate? Let's first think
rightfully don't have a say in that
their windows. RA 's also must
sorry
and
in
reality,
am
wholly justified in
with Megan and after a month of
about all of the problems that
- it's none of my business. I
decorate their floor, conduct my emotions.
dat
ing
her,
he
feels
it's
the
right
come with a roommate.
myself have roomed with two
meetings and plan events for their
The first time it dawned on me that
time.
The first thing you must always
residents. Add on top of that not
semi-ghosts whom I saw once
I
would
eventually move on from televiJason's parents pay for him to
deal with is the fact that you are
every three or four weeks, and I
knowing where their residents sion came during an episode of MTV
live in the residential college.
sharing a fairly confined space
had very few qualms about them.
even are, it can get pretty stress- "Cribs."
Jason's parents may be paying for
with another human being.
As long as a ghost's lack of pres·
ful. Paperwork becomes a night·
As I watched a rerun showcasing
him to Jive in the residential colComing into college, the only
ence doesn't create problems for · mare, and it doesn't make the stu· Xzibit's house, I remembered watching
lege, but we all know where he is
time I had ever shared a room
those involved, I say, to each his
dent housing staff members look the episode and seeing everything he
acrually Living: with Megan.
with another person was at sumgood.
own.
owned. But when the camera revealed an
Now Jason's roommate Marc
mer camp. It was a shock when I
The housing administration old, big screen television, I remember
But l've also seen the disadvanhas a ghost roommate and his RA
had to literally live around anothitself wrangles the dealings of a feeling a deep sense of disappointment.
tages of ghost residents, and they
tells Housing, who then moves
er person.
have every potential to develop
Little more than 2,800 students My mind always remembered televisomeone in with Marc.
I have to be quiet when 1 come
into an irritation for the people
that's the size of a small town. It sions as the sleek, modern version of the
After three months of living
in at night, and even quieter when
has to sift through mountains of radio. Sure, some still gather around
around them.
together, Megan can't stand Jason
I get up in the morning. Sharing
Most obviously, there's the
paperwork to figure out who its radios or listen on the way to work. but
anymore and breaks up with him.
becomes something other then
roommate. Sometimes the roomreal residents even are.
televisions offer something uniquely proJason goes back to his dorm room.
the main teaching of kindergarten
Ghosts can also present more gressive for the citizen of the future.
mate feels an obligation to act as a
What does he find waiting for him
when you share your living space
of a personaJ problem. A solo resbuffer, as in the go-between perBut nothing about the rapper's 3-foot
in his room?
with somebody else.
ident holes up alone in a dorm high, awkward, black box against the wall
son linking the floor's resident
Aclually, he does not find anyThen you have to decide how to
room and missed out on the bond- of Xzibit's bedroom seemed to represent
adviser and the ghost. Paperwork
thing because the locks have been
deal with who gets the room to
ing opportunities that make hav- the technology of tomorrow.
is handled and excuses for missed
changed.
It
just
so
happens
that
themselves at what times, and
ing a roommate (or even living in
floo r meetings made on the
Recently, 1 turned off my television to
Marc walks in at the same time
who studies with what on - a
the
residential
colleges)
:;o
speghost's
behalf.
watch
my laptop.
and now we have a real situation:
roommate is nothing but trouble.
cial.
There
isn't
necessarily
an
obligAs
short
of a sentence the moment may
Three people trying to live in one
But we all have to put up with
For
some
people,
this
lack
of
a
ation
for
the
roommate
to
be
the
seem,
it
shook
my entire perception of
room.
Two
people
hardly
fit
in
these people except for the select
regular
presence
it
definitely
can
makes
them
television.
When
television failed to
middle
man,
but
one room - how will three people
few who get lucky enough to get a
lonely.
Likewise,
put
him
or
her
in
that
position,
there's
no
roomdeliver,
1
Jogged
onto
the Internet to
fit?
private room or the golden ghost.
watch
my
favorite
shows.
and
mate
present
to
see
a
resident
the
responsibility
falls
into
All
I'm
saying
is
although
it
may
The pleasures of a ghost roomFor all the money I pay for clbse to a
sink into self-iso lation or depresthat person's lap with a resoundnot be fair that some people get
mate arc great. You get private
hundred
channels, I can always find just
ing
thud.
sion.
ghosts and some don't, it is not a
room Jiving at the double room
what
I
need
for my e ntertainment tastes
As
mentioned,
it's
no
picnic
for
Often,
a
roommate
gets
t
he
going
to
fix
problem.
If
you're
price, and who doesn't want that?
the RA, either. It's bad enough to
closest and best glimpse into a on youtube.com, or its bigger. stronger,
something in the dorm, make it
Like everything else in life, if the
person's life. If that factor is elim· more interesting nephew, hulu.com.
be in charge of at least 20 other
cohabitation.
University can ma~e money off it,
After reflecting on what happene d, I
inated,
a resident's personal probsomehow it will try.
lems could stretch out and grow j realized television had it coming a long
But what if the University start~or months without anyone notic- 1 time ago. For a while, television actually
ed policing ghost rpommates?
had solid, proven reasons to expect peomg.
We, as a student body, need to
Likewise, there is strength in ple to plan their entire schedules around
make certain we stand up and say,
numbers, meaning if there is a 1 short, 30 minute weekly bursts of excite"No, we will not have that."
problem with suitemates or other ment.
To do this, we must ask the
Some people still make a point of catchresidents,
it is easier to confront
smarl questions and say, "How do
them with someone by your side. ing their favorite programs on a regular
you plan on policing this? Do the
If one has a ghost roommate, who bas.is, but looking back, my childhood
resident advisers tell Housing of
helps clean up, check the mail and entertainer began stumbling in its
any ghosts they may know of?"
ready the room for breaks? It all promise to captivate long ago. Maybe age
Let me tell you, M's are poor colplayed a small factor, but before I knew it,
falls on that one resident.
lege kids too, and may hide that
I
found a renewed hope in my laptop.
information (or a small fee.
There are obvious pitfalls, such
After years of MTV burying its videos
After the University finds out
as illegal subletting and suitembetween
the late night/early morning (2
ates shacking up with their signifwho they are, what is it going to
a.m.
to
6
a.m.) timeslot, I finally discovdo with these people? Whether
icant other. But my primary con·
my
favorite music videos bad
ered
all
they live in the building or not,
cern of ghosts is the strain they
retreated online.
the ghost is in some way paying
put on others. Until Housing clarWhy? Who knows.
for a spot in the building, whether
ifies the situation, the best delivMaybe it began when MTV first started
it is out of his or her own pocket
erance from a ghost problem is to
clearing
its airwaves to make way for
or from a scholarship. So let's
keep communication clear and
reality
shows.
In all likelihood, a band of
make a possible situation here.
decide if it's really right for you. If dedicated viewers hid their favorite
Let's say a guy (we'll call him
NO SIR, ..: IS JOS'f IN ClASS.
that doesn't work, the Ghost music videos in the then-safest place
Jason) has a girlfriend, Megan.
Busters are standing by,
available: the Internet.
Nobody would look there.
Television programs made a similar
journey after it realized people just could
not
make the kind of time for it that they
Trevin Holder
could in the past. Some programs still
enjoyed ample attention. But for others,
tJ8 ctooMMA"'Tta W A I) A
~~A.L.LY\ -:I: JU £.V e ~ ~.4\) A
the Internet seemed like the new exciting
(1..\-\: oSI w~~N ~ L.\\I~D IN
a.'IT¢S'T (tooM M A. '"'E. w \-I.A\'
frontier.
"T\4£ DOftMS, ~o \t+A-r w A S
~ J N t> () p
lS \1 £
f;(l. E. ." 1')+
Based on the numbers of viewers who
N e.tJ~t. "1t\. c
still enjoy television, the appliance can
still expect to see years of relevancy
ahead. 1 just cannot look back through the
same eyes I used to.
. ..
In all honesty, I hope even more people
decide to join me.
ov~ oP
.~;;......_;..,++,4-~
Compared to television, laptop entertainment offers many more opportunities
for adventure. A laptop enables viewers
to enjoy their favorite programs in the
majority of possible spaces imaginable. If
more people step away from their televisions what would keep them from enjoying a happier lease on life?
As people travel the world watching
"30 Rock" or "Gossip Girl" via their laptop, civilization will enjoy the timeout it
needed in secluded, family camp sites
with four laptops vying for a different
cigarette lighter inside a foreign-made
sport utility vehicle.

Brian Cox
is a sophomore from
Louisville, Ky.

Jodi Keen
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Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
james. vcrtrees@murraystate.edu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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'Bible Belt' issues explored
Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor
Students piled into Faculty Hall room 208
Wednesday night to listen to Bernadette Barton's multi-media presentation "The Toxic
Closet: Being Gay in the Bible Belt."
For those who have ever wondered how it
feels to be ~ay or wanted to know more about
the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
community, Alliance, along with the help of
the College of Humanities and Fine Arts and
the Office of tht• Provost, offered Murray State
students the opportunity.
Barton, associate professor of sociology and
women's studies at Morehead State University
in Morchl•ad, Ky .• presented video clips. photographs and quotes from her research.
A bisexual who came out when she was 27,
Barton's research included qualitative data
from residents from Kentucky and Texas.
"This research explores the negative consequences of closeting," Barton said. "It explores
what it means to be gay in the Bible Belt."
Barton defined the Bible Belt as the southeast portion of the country including Kentucky and Tennessee, which embraces the
bulk of America's Fundamentalist Christiansthose who indisputably adhere to the Bible

and have a "negative interpretation of homosexuals."
Angela Denk. sophomore from Chicago, Ill.,
said since living in a conservative area does
not bring many cultural opportunities she was
interested in Barton's lecture.
Denk said the nature of a rural area is the
cause of closed-mindedness and opposition to
homosexuality.
"I think it's because of the closer proximity,"
Denk said. "People are in each other's business
and more likely to nose in on you because
there are less people around."
· Barton said a person's upbringing is linked
to several factors concerning the toxic closet.
Barton described the toxic closet as a way of
"hiding who you are."
"If you feel bad about yourself, especially
about something you can't control ... it cripples your life," Barton said.
Throughout Barton's presentation several
clips were shown depicting the extreme prejudice and discrimination that occurs within
families, at work and in public regarding a person's sexual orientation.
Harton started by differentiating between a
sexual identity or orientation and sexual activity and said sexual identity is characteristics of
oneself that cannot be changed.

"There's layers and levels to coming out,"
Barton said. "Bisexuals arc the only people
who can choose who they want to be with."
Operating under the concept that people are
born gay and that being gay cannot be prayed
away or cured, Barton said people in the closet should do three things:
•Acknowledge to yourself that you are gay.
•Tell others, based on the amount of
Support you get.
•Then tell other people publicly.
Though Barton said these three items are
ideal. they are not be easily achieved.
Naming a number of negative consequences
of homophobia, ranging from workplace discrimination to hate crimes, Barton gave several tips for what members of the LGBT community and heterosexuals can do.
Jody Cofer, program specialist for undergraduate research and scholarly activity,
LGBT liaison and member of Kentucky Fairness Alliance, said he believes the event was a
success.
"This really shows that there's interest in
the conversation," said Cofer. "That the
younger generation of people arc open to this
conversation about fairness."

Robin Phelps can be reached
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.
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Earthquake, aftershocks devastate Italy
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L'AQUll.A, ILaly - Bells tolled
in hilltowns across central Italy
on Wednesday us Lhe first funerals got underway for victims of
the country's devastating earthquake.
The Vatican granted a dispensation so a funeral Mass for most
of the 272 dead could be celebrated on Good Friday.
As more bodies were pulled
from the rubble, some of the
28,000 homeless spent another
day lining up for food and water
at some of the 20 tent camps that
have sprouted up around the
quake-devastated city.
Rescue efforts continued for
the 15 people still missing, but
officials
started
discussing
rebuilding the stricken region and
reopening schools.
They stressed it would take a
month or two to have a clear idea
of the extent of the damage.
"'For now the needs arc basic."

Massimo Cialcnte, mayor of the
hard-hit city of L'Aquila, said.
"The people in the camps, they
don't have toothbrushes, they
don't have toothpaste. You can't
find a place to buy cigarettes or
get a coffee."
The magnitude-6.3 quake hit
L'Aquila and several towns covering 230 square miles (600
square kilometers) in central Italy
early Monday. leveling buildings
and reducing entire blocks to
piles of rubble. It was the worst
quake to hit Italy in three
decades.
The death toll stood at 272, six
of whom haven't been identified,
the ANSA news agency reported,
citing carabinieri police. Sixteen
of the de<\d were children, Premier Silvio Berlusconi said.
Of the injured, 100 remained in
serious condition, he said.
On Wednesday, the first funerals got under way for the victims,
including Giuseppe Chiavaroli,
24, a football player in a lower-

division team who was killed
along with his girlfriend in Monday's quake.
"We will try to be strong.'' his
father Tomasso Ciavaroli said.
The Vatican's No. 2. Cardinal
Tarcisio Bertone, was to celebrate a funeral Mass for the bulk
of the victims on Friday, Vatican
officials said.
The Vatican granted a special
dispensation for the Mass to be
celebrated since Good Friday.
which marks Jesus' death by crucifixion, is the only day in the
year in which Mass is not celebrated in the Roman Catholic
church.
The Vatican said Pope Benedict XVI would visit the affected
area sometime after Easter Sunday and that he does not want to
interfere with relief operations.
"As soon as possible, I hope to
visit you," Benedict said Wednesday at the Vatican.
Of the 28,000 people homeless,
17,700 were housed in tent cities.

spending much of their time in
line - waiting for food and to use
the bathrooms.
After two days of largely clear
skies. conditions were expected
to worsen by Thursday, when
rain and thunderstorms were
forecasted for the quake area,
AccuWeather.com reported early
in the week.
Since the quake early Monday,
some 430 aftershocks have rumbled in the region, Marco Olivieri
of the National Institute of Geophysics and Vulcanology in
Rome, said.
AIR Worldwide, a specialist in
estimating catastrophe risks, said
Wednesday that insured losses to
residential, commercial and
industrial buildings and contents
from the earthquake could be as
high as $530 million.
Interior Minister Maroni said
the rescue efforts would likely
continue until Easter Sunday,
beyond the period originally indi.ll
cated by Berlusconi.
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Forums detail new model
Students attend tuition
forums, voice concerns
Mia Walters

ronmental engineering major, he has
never taken less than 17 hours a
semester.
"I thiiik it does create the funding
that they're looking for, but I also
think there arc a lot of things they are
overlooking," March said. "If it gets
passed, there are students that will no
longer go to Murray State, and those
who stay won't take over l5 hours to
make that revenue anyway."
Following the presentations, question-and-answer sessions began.
One question asked at both sessions
was whether or not it is fair to charge
students whose majors require them
to take more than 15 hours a semester.
Dunn and Jacobs each said this
question could be "turned on its
head," and asked: Why should stu·
dents who are only required to take
120 hours in four years subsidize the
educations of students who rake 136
hours?
March said he was not surprised by
the answers to student questions.
"I think there was a little bit of spin·
ning going on, just like any kind of
political setting,'' he said. "It's kind of
a roundabout way of answering questions, but I do understand the model a
little bit more and think that they at
least tried tO answer the questions
that they could."
Rianna Kearns, senior from Nor th
Middletown, Ky., received auditori·
urn-wide applause for her statements

News Editor
"What can we do to stop this?"
Sarah Norris, senior from Louisville,
Ky., asked at a tuition forum Monday.
More than 100 students, as well as
many faculty, staff and Board of
Regents members, attended tuition
forums in the Curris Center and
Wrather Auditorium Monday, many
to ask questions and voice their opposition to the proposed tuition model.
In each of the forums , officials
explained the possible 4 percent
tuition increase and the subsequent
15-hour tuition model being recommended to the Board of Regents on
Monday. The new model would generate millions of dollars of revenue
for the University, which would then
be usei.l toward mandatory annual
costs and various campus projects.
University President Randy Dunn
presented this tuition information in
the first forum, with Chief of Staff
Josh Jacobs taking his place in the
afternoon session. Dunn attended a
funeral that afternoon. Following each
tuition presentation, Vice President of
Student Affairs Don Robertson
explained the price changes to room
and board and meal plan costs.
Taylor March. sophomore from St.
Louis, Mo., said he attended the Curris Center tuition forum because he
pays his own tuition and as an cnvi-

Lauren Bellf'T1l(' New s

University President Randy Dunn, left. and SGA President Kara mantooth address students during the noon tuition
forum in the Barkley Room of the Curris Center Monday.
du ring the Wrather Auditorium
forum.
"l felt like it was my obligation as
the president of the Murray State
AHT Pre-veterinary club to stand nnd
represent the students in the entire
program," she said. 'They are basically going to be charging us $747 extra
per class, per semester on top of regular tuition and I think it's wrong."
Kearns said she thinks students will
rethink coming to Murray State if this
model is put into place.
"It will make people take another
look," Kearns said. "It's a seesaw right
now, people are teetering. and if they
do this to tuition there will be no teetering. They probably just won't
come.''

"The Board uldmatcly makes this
decision. so thl'}' are free to take the
Tuition Task Force rt>commendation
as il stands, they t•an modily it, or they
can do nuthing.'' Dunn said.
"There ha s been some concern
from certain student groups about
this. The Board will haven public participation opportunity on Monday."
According to the Board of Regents
Web site, ''Interested parties must
register on the public participation
sign-in sheet prior to the heginning of
the mcl'ting."
Visi 1 mu rrayst<H c.1.•d u/president/
board_ public.htm fur otber public
participation guidelines.

Dunn said he thought the response
from campus was a good one.
"This is something that 1know people are working very hard to learn
about and open to sharing their thinking about it," Dunn said. "They're getting good conversation going on campus, which is what needs to happen
with something like this."
To view the Powcrpoint presentations, and video of the Curris Center
tuition forum. visit the pH•sident's
office Web site at rnurmystatc.edu/
president/.
The Tuition Task force will make
these recommendations to the Hoard
of Regents at 1 p.m. Monday in the
Jesse Stuart Room in Pogue Ubrary.
This meeting is open to the public.

Mia Wa/tcl'S can be reached at
mia. waltcJ'S@murrnystat~. cdu.

What is your opinion of the proposed 15-hour tuition model?
"It's going to be really
hard for students. I
mean, it's just
ridiculous."

Pe~e

.

Choukalns

"In this economy,
money isn't easy to
come by. I think
students will be upset
about it. It doesn't
seem right to penalize
certain people."

"I am completely
against it. I knowthe ...
school needs money,
but surely they can
get it another way."
Caina Lynch
freshman
Fulton, Ky.

Brandon Cayton
graduate stltde nt

fres hman

Germantown. T enn .

Calvert City, Ky.
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Pint 30 people to
sign a new Fall
lease will recieve
a $200 Visa
gift card!

•4 bedroom units
startina at $279
•2 bedroom units
reduced to $399

Includes:
• New tanning dome • New fitness center
• Swimming pool • Tennis court • Private bathrooms
• Washen and dryen
• All-inclusive rent to include Internet,
Cable, and electric allowance..
1700 Lowe's Drive
270-759-3003
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Danny Simmons, senior from CadiZ. Ky., is presentlno his senior art show In the Clara M. Eaole Art Gallery today thouoh Sunday.

Student displays work at senior art show
Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief
In his first solo show at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery on the seventh tloor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. Danny Simmons, senior from
Cadiz, Ky.. said the labor-intensive work process
has been worth it.
Simmons' show. titled "Absent Contact," will
be on through Sunday. A reception for the exhibit is today from 6-8 p.m.
"It kind of opened my eyes to just, like, other
areas and different techniques I want to pursue,
and different things to experiment around with
before grad school or things to possibly try out in
grad school." Simmons said.
"Absent Contact" displays the loss of human
interaction through the advancements of technology such as the Internet and text messaging.
"The work is kind of about kind of how
'through the advancements in technology, how
we've kind of lost this personal interaction even
though we're kind of social creatures and we long
for human interaction," Simmons said.
Simmons said almost all of the pieces in his
show display the human face cast in white molds
from various perspectives.
"Just to help further exemplify the idea that
this once was a person," Simmons sald. "That it's

AbiGt Contact
Open toclq tht()Ugb Sunday
Reception today from 6-8 ~
Clara K !ask Art G.U.ry

Seventfi toot cf tbe Price DOyJ.e
Fib• .Arts c.tu
no longer about who this individual person is but
its kind of more like a shell of a person."
Simmons said his show is installation-based
sculptures that utilizes the gallery space and
allow the viewer to interact with the exhibit
more.
"The main thing that 1 want, like kind of with
art, is just for other people to kind of interact
with it and just be able to, not necessarily feel
like a kid again, but just be able to get a little bit
closer to it and maybe get on like a different level
with it," Simmons said. "Being able to have a
closer interaction with the art."
Simmons said putting together an exhibit is a
lot of work. He said in addition to the three credit hours per week he spends on his work, he said
he generally spends about 12 additional hours a
week working on his art.
Nick Nagel, senior from Louisville, Ky., said he
is enjoying Simmons show.

"I thought Danny's exhibit was quite well put
together," Nagle said via e-mail. "The choice to
use a virtually all-white color scheme was aesthetically pleasing but also directly related to
what his work is about."
Nagel said he particularly like how the pieces
in Simmons' exhibit take over some of the floor
space because he said it engages the audience. He
said Simmons' exhibit was a good example of student work.
"After reading his artist statement and then
Looking at the work subjectively and objectively,
I feel that the means he used and the personal
interpretation he employed to communicate his
message of the increasing lack of physical and
social interaction among humans to be successful, there are many avenues today that lead
humans away from each other and into disassociation," Nagel said.
Nagel said though he bas participated in
al exhibits, he bas never has a solo show. He said
an individual exhibit is a daunting project.
Simmons has advice for students aspiring for a
solo exhibit: "Keep with it and just try and make
the best work that you can. You make art for
yourself. Just keep true to what you want
make."
Ashley Edwards can be reached
ash/eyb.edwards@murraystate.edu.

His work
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·Experience PSYCHOLOGY at the
campus center, page lOa.
·Learn about RESEARCH
opportunities, page 12a.

·Find out about aHistory class trip
to Germany, page 12a.
·Love the THEATER? Check out Sock
and Buskin, page lla.
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Ensemble makes trek to Center
Megan Locke
Staff writer
On sunny spring days, the
sound of trumpets is often
heard echoing from the halls
of the Fine Arts Building.
These melodies indicate the
hours many music students
devote each semester to perfecting their craft.
As a result of such dedication, the Symphonic Wind
Ensemble is scheduled to play
at the John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts in
Washington, D.C., on April 27
during the city's Band and
Orchestra Festival.
Students must audition to
join the most selective music
ensemble on campus. About 48
students participate in Wind
Ense mble this semester, Denn.is Johnson, director of bands
and orchestra in the music
department, said.
The performance at the
Kennedy Center is not the
ensemble's first notable performance, Johnson said. The

ensemble has also performed
twice at Carnegie Hall in New
York, as well as in London and
at other state and national conferences.
"Now adding the Kennedy
Center to our repertoire is a
big honor," Johnson said.
The ensemble received the
opportunity to play at the
Kennedy Center because of
Johnson's association with
World Projects, he said.
"World Projects organizes
special concerts in various
venus throughout the world as
far away as Sydney, Australia
and london, England," he said.
"They started this festival in
Washington, D.C., just two
years ago."
Funding for the trip came
from a variety of sources,
including the annual Night of
Stars fundraising concert. The
Wind Ensemble students also
pay for a portion of the trip,
Johnson said. The administration provided "tremendous
assistance," Johnson said.
While the performance and
~

-

College Events
• Monday, 5 p.m.: Student Government Association Officer candidates Debate, In front of Hart Col-

lege
• Tuesday, 8 p.m.: Brass Chamber
Music Concert, PerfonnillQ Arts
Hall
• Wednesday, 7:3o-9 p.m.: Harry
Lee Waterfield Distinguished Lecture, Dr. John C. Green. Distinguished Professor of Political Science. University of Akron. Currls
Center Theater
• Thursday, 8 p.m.: Symphonic and
Concert Band concerts, Lovett
Auditorium
·April 17, 8 p.m.: Opera Workshop,
Performing Arts Hall
• April 19, 3:30 p.m.: Concert Choir
Concert. Lovett Auditorium
• Aprll19, 4-4:45 p.m.- Ohio Room,
Currls Center Scholars Week Oral
Session, Lawyers. Doctors, and
Customer Service Providers: The
Communication Connection, Drs.

Lou Tillson and Ed Brewer. cochairs
• Until April 19: Hul Chi Lee and
Kristina Arnold: art in the Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery
• April 20, 8 p.m.: Orchestra Concert. Lovett Auditorium
• April 21. 8 p.m.: Choral Concert.
Lovett Auditorium
April 23, 8 p.m.: Wind Ensemble
Provost concert, Lovett Auditorium
• Aprll23-25, 7:30 p.m.: ihe Edge
Festival," Actor's Studio Theatre,
Wilson Hall 3108
• Aprii24-May 1: Vance Farrow and
Ricky Boscarino: art In the Clara
M. Eagle Art Gallery
• April 30 • Mrf 2. 7:30 p.m.: ihe
Edge f estival," Actor's Studio
Theatre, Wilson Hall 3108
Make sure to check the interac.tlve calendar at calendar.
murraystate.info/events/

rehearsals are scheduled dur·
ing the ensemble's time in the
nation's capital, Johnson said
the trip encompasses more
than just music.
"We purposely tried to give
them a lot of free time,
because I know for a lot of
them, this will be their very
first time to Washington,
D.C.," he said. "There's so
much to see and so much his·
torical significance that we
wanted to leave them plenty of
free time to be able to see the
sights."
The ensemble plans to play
several pieces at their
Kennedy Center debut, includ·
ing the world premiere of "A
Fanfare," a composition by
Matt Hightower, junior tuba
player from Guthrie, Ky.
Sonya Baker, assistant professor of voice in the music
department. also accompan.ies
the ensemble. Guest conductor Steve Williams from Australia leads the ensemble during w}ourney to the Center of
the Earth," and the ensemble

finishes with symphonic dance
music from leonard Bernstein's "West Side Story,"
Johnson said.
James-Kyle Damron, junior
flute player from Murray, said
he is most looking forward to
playing in the performance
hall at the Kennedy Center and
seeing what the hall actually
sounds like when the Wind
Ensemble performs.
Performing with the Wind
Ensemble takes dedication,
time and effort, Damron said.
"We have been working on
this music since last semes·
ter," Damron said. "It's audition-only. Once you make the
ensemble, you have to be prepared to play all the notes.
''I love Wind Ensemble
because of the caliber of music
that we play."
The Wind Ensemble performs on April 23 in Lovett
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. for the
Provost's Concert.
Megan Locke can be reached
at megan.Jocke@murraystate.

on the

Follow the Wind Ensemble's trip to
Washington, D.C. on thenews.org.
Make sure to check for daily updates
startlnQ Aprll25.

WEB
Facility supports students, community

Bee Feldhaus
Staff writer
Murray State's on-campus
psychological center, is a
place students and community members can go for
support.
Angie
Trzepacz
has
directed the psychological
center since July 2008. She
said the center is a great
resource for everyone in the
Murray area because it provides many useful services.
"We provide a variety of
counseling services to (Murray State) students, faculty
and staff, as well as commu·
nity members from the surrounding area," Trzepacz
said. "Our services include
individual therapy for chil·
dren and adults, couples and
fam1lr therapy and evaluations r3r learning disabilities
andADHD."
Trzepacz said the center

edu.

is a training facility for graduate students to sharpen
their skills and prepare for
the real world of clinical
psychology. The center
started because graduate
students a re required to finish a practicum at such a
facility.
The situation is win-win.
Trzcpacz said. Students
complete their required clinical time. and the community and students benefit from
the careful analysis and
supervision from faculty
members.
Trzepacz said she is disappointed by how few students
and community members
know about the services
offered on campus. The center has therapy for a range of
issues including anxiety,
depression, anger management and more.
Y
Therapy is free for students, faculty and staff.

Assessments, though not
free, are cheaper comparing
to other services of this kind
not on a college campus.
wAssessments are $35 for
students, faculty, anJ staff,
and arc on a sliding scale fee
for community members,"
she said. "This means that
community members' fees
are based on their income,
so that our services nre
affor dable for everyone."
Trzepcz said though the
center opened its doors 25
years ago. it bas only recently gained more recognition
on campus. It is partially
funded by the University in
that Murray State provides
the space and compensates
the secretaries. Trzepacz
said, however, the daily
expenses are covered by the
·client s on a case by case
basis.
The center is located in
401 Wells Hall, next to Foe-

ulty Hall on c;lmpus. It is
open Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. during the school year. The center only opens when classes
arc in session. lt is closed
from May 1 to June I.
Bee Feldhaus can be
reached
ac
rebecca.
fc/dhaus@murrayst;Jte.edu

Curris Center Dance Lounge

uesday
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Wednesday, April 15th
-8:00pm-

The stables

Make you
16,000 + L i p sync ond Karaoke Songs Dating trom 50's to

Now! 52+ f.figh-Resolution Video Backgrounds
Gigantic Costume and Plop Department
Microphones for Live Singing
Professional Television Quality Audio/Video Equipment

FREE DVD of Each Act
B r ought to you by:

m.JeiWienMusit.£om
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Sock and Buskin

Group promotes
theater involvement
Charlotte Kyle
Assistnnt .Features Editor
The curtains close and the audience goes wild after a theater production, but it is not just the actors
for whom they're clapping. They're
clapping for every person who
worked on the show, and one club
on campus brings all of those students together.
Sock and Buskin, founded in
1926, is the oldest club at Murray
State. According to the club's Murray State Web site, the club hopes
"to develop and encourage loyalty
to the alma mnter, to aid and assist
in Department of theatre productions (and> to develop an appreciation for theatre in the MSU community."
Justin Pennington, vice president and junior from Fort Campbell, Ky., said the club participates
in a number of campus activities,
such as performing in All-Campus
Sing and painting faces for Tent

City, as well as having social
events.
"Members have meetings once a
week· and we do social activities,''
Penriington said. "We have fun. We
go to the bowling alley, play tag
and hide and seek."
Like fraternities and sororit ies,
Pennington said Sock and Buskin
members are assigned 'bigs' and
'Iittles.'
..(Those interested) come in, we
give them a big and the big teaches
them, explains everything to them
and explains how everything
works," Pennington said. '"At the
end of the semester they take a test
and become initiated in Sock and
Buskin."
Pennington said he was apprehensive of joining Sock and Buskin
his ~ophomore year, but quickly
found enjoyment in the club.
"I actually wasn't going to do it
at first because I didn't know much
about it when I came into theater
but my big - Lauren Cecil - really

Members of Sock and Buskin, agroup designed to promotetheater, performs aQueen-inspired routine at last yea(s All Campus Sing.
helped me get involved with theater," Pennington said.
Though primarily an actor, Pennington said he is working the
soundboard for this V!eekend's
·'The Servant of Two Masters."
"I think everyone should do all
facets of theater," Pennington said.
"The thing with Sock and Buskin is

it's not like a class, it doesn't teach
you, it's just a group that gets you
involved and teaches you what the·
ater is about. When you get
involved it's a good net work within the theater company. Everybody
in the theater can come together."
Those interested in joining can
contact the theater department,

President Shannon Shelby or Pennington for more information.
Said Pennington: "As a theater
group and a company and department, we really appreciate every·
one who comes out to the shows
and hope more people come out.''

Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.cdu.

At aglance
Art
The Oepartment nf Art
gives students the opportunity to express themselves
through various mediums,
including painting, sculpture,
graphic design, photography,
drawing and ceramics.
Students studying in the
department may usc their
education to prepare th<.>m·
selves for work ns practicing
_.-- artists, craftsperson's, designers, art education, graduate
study in ·art, art education and
an history.
r--__ The organizations art
nUi)oiSlnay-bQ!ang_ to include
the Ceramics Group. National
Art Education Association
Student Chapter and the
Organization of Murray Art
Students.
On the sixth floor of the
Price Doy)c Fine Arts Center,
students may visit the Clara
M. Eagle Art Gallery, which
holds :lrt created by students
or other artists.

EngJish and Philosophy
Students possessing the gift
of gab may find a degree in
English and Philosophy suits
their need to speak.
Students pursuing a degree
in English and philosophy can
find jobs including creative
and technical writing, busi·
ness, law, teaching, publishing and journalism. Students
in this department may pur·
sue dcgrct!s in creative writing, English education. phi·

losophy and literature.
The organizations English
and philosophy majors can
belong to include the English
Student Organization, Philosophy Club and Sigma Tau
Ddta.
The department brings in
many guest writers, including
those part of the Reading
Series and the Jesse Stuart
Kentucky W riters Series. The
department also hosts the
Shakespeare Festival, which
brings high quality, low. cost
drama to the region yearly.

Government, Law and
International Affairs
The department of government, law and international
affairs gives students a
chance to gain knowledge in
issues ranging from politics
to legal studies.
Students in the department
may earn majors in political
science, public administration and international affairs.
A major in one of these areas
can consider careers in law,
government, business, international organizations, jour·
nalism, campaigns and elections and teaching.
Some of the organizations
students may participate in
include the mock trial team,
Pi Sigma Alpha and the Student Law Association.
The department also holds
the Harry Lee Waterfield Distinguished Lecture in Public
Affairs lecture. Past speakers

include governors, senators
and members of the House of
Representatives.

History
Those interested in learning about past events may
consider pursuing a degree in
history.
Courses in this department
will prepare students for
careers in law, business,
industry and government.
Students will also learn about
world civilizations. Those
interested in working in
museums and other nonclassroom public settings
may consider earning a masters degree in public history.
Students may participate in
Phi Alpha Theta, an history
honors society which promotes research, publication
and presentation of papers on
historical topics.

Modem Languages
In the Modern Languages
Department, students have
the opportunity to learn
about d ifferent cultures while
studying languages.
The department offers
majors in Spanish, French,
German and soon, Japanese.
A degree in a foreign Jan·
guage can prepare students
for careers in areas such as
business. journalism, educa·
tion and law enforcement.
Organizations students can
belong to include the Foreign

Language Club and Alpha Mu
Gamma.
ln addition to sponsoring
various guest speakers who
may visit campus, the department also hosts Cinema
International.
Thursdays
through Saturdays students
may watch an international
movie in the Curris Center
Theater free of charge.

Music
Students with the gift of
song may ~find · fh.emse lves
immersed in the department
of music.
Courses in the department
prepare students for both
the performance and business side of the music industry. Majors include music,
keyboard studies, music
business, performance and
music education with an
emphasis on either instru·
mental or vocal.
Students can join Phi Mu
Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota,
the music fraternity and
sorority on campus. These
organizations are responsi·
ble for Campus Lights, "the
longest running student pro·
• duced and performed musical in the South."
The department a lso
offers concert, festivals and
events for students across
campus to participate in, and
music students can join
marching band, pep band,
jazz band, concert bands and
orchestra.

Sociology
Human behavior may seem
like a mystery, but those
interested in cracking the
shell may consider a sociology degree.
Courses in this department
prepare students for futures
in professions such as law,
business, education, and politics. Graduates leave with a
solid foundation for their
chosen careers.
The MSU Sociology Club is
open to all students. not only
those within the department
The club provides a place
that to discuss sociological
ideas, development of analyt·
ical abilities and a greater
understanding of social phenomena, as well as offering
students a chance to network.
Professors in the depart·
ment have specialized interests including mental health,
juvenile offenders, alcohol
and violent crime, family and
population issues.

Psychology
If students find researching
and analyzing rivet ing, the
Department of Sociology
offers what they need.
The program focuses on an
understanding of human
behavior, but also prepares
students
for
wnung,
researching and analyzing all of these important skills
needed to succeed in any
career.
Majors, minors and gradu-

ate students in the department can join the national
psychology honor society, Psi
Chi. Those not active in the
department can join the Psychology Club. Club members
have taken field trips to
places such as a state psychiatric hospital and have participated in fund-raising activities to sponsor lectures and
guest speakers.
The department has an
entire floor of laboratories for
psychological research1 and .
the Psychological Center provides clinical services to students and the community.

r

Theater and Dance
Students born to grace the
spotlight may fmd the department of theater and dance an
appropriate place to polish ,
their acting skills.
A major in the department
provides training for those
interested in careers in the theatre or associated businesses,
including acting, directing, l
technical theatre, and dance. :
The department offers first· i
hand experience with multiple
productions.
Students involved in the •
department can join Alpha Psi
Omega, the national honorary
drama fraternity or Sock and
Buskin.
In spring 2008, the department of theater was granted
membership with the National •
Association of Schools of :
Theatre.
~
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Life Is full of risks. And the time to
think about ahealth plan is before
you need it. Because at your age,
Individual health coverage can be a
bargain. So, don't wait! Call Anthem
Blue Cross and Blue Shield today!

Life has its risks.
Anthem has a plan.
Steve Skaggs
McConnell Insurance Agency

27D-753-4199 local, or
Toii·Free 1·800.455-4199
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Class experiences culture
while studying abroad
Mia Walters
Staff writer
Brittany Fiscus may have
been in school for Spring Break,
but fortunately school meant 10
"fantastic" days in Germany.
Fiscus, senior from Jacksonville, Ark., and 16 other
Murray State students went to
Munich. Berlin and Nuremburg
with David Pizzo, associate
professor of history.
"We saw the Berlin Wall, we
saw some Soviet monuments
from during the period when
Berlin was split in two and we
saw all sorts of museums," Fiscus said. "We did a lot of educational things. but also had
time to go see other things too,
like we got to do some shopping, we went to some beer
halls, so aU-in-all it was a fantastic time."
Fiscus said the packed schedule was exhausting, but still a
lot of fun.
"I can't even believe the number of things we did," she said.
"Every day we were waking up
at seven in the morning, went
to see places, and the only time
we ever stopped was for lunch I feel like I probably lost like 10

pounds just from all the walking."
The executive committee of
the history department created
HIS 490-Travel Abroad, to be
paired as a co-requisite with a
traditional history class. Terry
Strieter. history department
chair. saiO. In this case, it was
paired with Pizzo's HIS 612Modem Germany class.
"Students take the normal
German history course, and
over the break they have the
option of taking this travel
abroad course," Strieter said.
"It's a one-week course that
offers up to three hours of credit (to) travel abroad to whatever country you are studying."
The course could be applied
to many history classes. Strieter
said, including Modern Japan,
Modern France and Tudor-Stu·
art England. The department
has also created HIS 491, a
domesti'c travel course for students taking American history
classes, such as The Great
American West, Colonial
America or History of WWIWWII.
The travel is organized with
the help of the Kentucky lnsti·
tute of International Studies.

"The professor has to be
responsible for doing the initial
investigation," Strieter said.
"But KliS has the personnel and
the connections to help plan
where they will stay overnight,
how they will get transporta·
tion from one place to another."
Fiscus anticipated a high cost
for the program, but was
presently surprised.
"The trip cost turned out to
be a lot lower than I expected it
to be, and the museums and
transportation was aU paid for,
" Fiscus said. "Plus, Dr. Pizzo is
a fantastic teacher, and was a
great leader on this program
because his German is amazing
and he had a fun story to go
along with all of the history we
were learning."
Fiscus recommends the program to all students interested.
Said Fiscus: "Everybody
shoulu go, it was absolutely fantastic. It was really cool to go
on a trip that specific to one
class, like )'OU take the class and
learn about all of things, then
go sec it all. It was the most
useful tool I've had to learn. "
Mi.1 Walters can be reached at

mia. w:lltcrs@murrayst<tte.cdu.

Photo courtesy of Brittany Fiscus

Brittany Fiscus (left) and Kayta Reno, senior from Wickliffe. Ky.. visited Germany durtno Sprtno
Break as part of the History Travel Abroad class. The three-hour course olves students the
opportunity to study In a different country.

Research opportunities many for faculty, students in college
Jessica Perez
Staff writer
Murray State students, as well as
faculty members, are getting up
close and personal with the other
side of the world.
With the Fulbright Program and
University research fellowships,
students and faculty can study
throughout the world.
The Fulbright Program is the U.S.
government's flagship international
exchange program and is designed
to gain knowledge and increase
mutual understanding between U.S.
citizens and people of other countries.
Stephanie Rea, flutist and associ-

ate professor of music, is currently
teaching at the Frankfurt University of Music and the Performing
Arts in Germany.
"I am meeting professors, observing classes, reading about their curricular requirements in music
school as well as learning German
and the German culture as a
whole," Rea said via e-mail.
Rea arrived in Frankfurt, Germany and started her studies on
March 10 and will not return to the
U.S. until Aug. 8.
Along with Rea, history professor
Bill Mulligan is taking advantage of
the Fulbright Fellowship.
"My work consists of research on
migration from copper-mining

It n~jht ol'
~u.s/C! k)l·tn

areas in Ireland to the Michigan
Copper Country and also the varieties of meanings attached to being
Irish in the Irish Diaspora or what is
means to be Irish in various countries," Mulligan said. via e-mail.
Mulligan started his studies in
Cork, Ireland in early January and
will not return to the U.S. until May
7.
Angela Hatton, senior from Paducah, Ky., is a recipient of the research
fellowships and recently got back
from her research study. A creative
writing and literature major, she
traveled to England during Christmas
break to do archival research about
the poet Mary Peach Collier. She also
attended the 18th and 19th Century

British Women Writer's Conference.
"Humanities and Fine Arts, English in particular, is notoriously
lacking in scholarship opportunities for students at our level," Hatton said via e-mail... So we took this
opportunity to talk about the experience of research being good for
English students because it allows
them to apply what they learn in
the classroom to a text that has
never been dissected before."
Including Hatton, the Fulbright
Fellowship program has provided
almost 1300,000 participants, who
were chosen for their academic
merit and leadership potential. with
the opportunity to study, teach and
conduct research, exchange ideas

and contribute to finding solutions
to shared international concerns
with foreign countries.
Jody Cofer, program specialist
for Undergraduate Research and
Scholarly Activity, said via e-mail
he is excited about the growing
trend of undergraduate research on
college campuses.
Said Cofer: "Undergraduate
research is a growing trend across
the country and students engaging
in this type of high-impact learning
method are more likely to pursue
graduate study and/or enter the
workforce better prepared for the
environment in which we live."

Jessica Perez can be reached at
jesslca.pcrez@murraystate.edu.
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Women down SEMO, Peay
Racers head into
final OVC matches
Elizabeth Johnson
Staff writer
Murray State's women's tennis team hit the courts at2 p.m. today
at Eastern Illinois before returning to the Purcell Tennis Courts
against Jacksonville State tomorrow for its last regular season
match.
These matches will be the deciding factor in seeding the Racers'
for the Ohio Valley Conference tournament next week.
"In the past. Eastern Illinois and Jack State have been pretty good
teams. so we're ready for tough matches," St!nior Anne Pennington
said. "We're just focusing on being a team right now. That's the
most important thing. Just to be a team and fight, that's what we
need to do."
After a 7-0 sweep over Southeast Missouri State University Tuesday, the Racers extended their record to 10-7,4-3 in the OVC with a
6-1 Austin Peay victory Wednesday.
"We had great focus and each player was able to just concentrate
on one particular thing about their game throughout the entire
match," Head Coach Connie Keasling said. "They .really did a great
job. It would've been easy to lose focus, but we kept the pressure on
our opponents and forced them to make mistakes. For us to go backto-hack and keep our competitive intensity was important with conference play less than a week away."
In doubles play against the Redbawks, the No. 2 duo made up of
junior Lyndsay Ottosen and sophomore Alexis Webb and the No.3
team of junior Lynsey Bochenek and freshman Cassidy Cunitz
shutout their opponents 8-0. junior Angela McGahee and sophomore Katelyn Fulcher at No. 1 tallied the only game losses for the
doubles teams on their way to claiming the match at 8-2.
"We came out as a team and worked as a team," McGahee said.
"We're getting our team dynamics together. You could see it on
court - everyone was cheering on each other and participating.
Overall, the win over SEMO was a great team builder leading up to
the OVC tournament."
Losing her frrst set, 4-6, in singles, No. 1 McGahee finished strong
winning the next set, 6-3, and taking the 10-6 Tiebreaker. In the No.
2 spot. Cunitz was victorious going 7-5 and 6-0 against her SEMO
opponent. No.3 Webb and No.5 Bochenek won their singles matches 6-0, 6-0 while No. 4 Ottosen and No. 6 Ashley Pierson each won
,::---~- 'ilieir matches 6-0, 6-1.
Murray State swept the Governor s in doubles action on W ednesday, with the top duo of Pennington and McGahee cutting it close
in an 8-7 victory.
The No. 2 team of Ottosen and Webb won 8-3 while Bochenek
and Cunitz recorded an 8-1 win.
Splitting the f'lrst two sets of her singles match, No. 1 Pennington
fell to a 3-6 deficit in the tiebreaker, but rallied back to a 10-7 victory.
•
''lt was a very slow day in doubles for me," Pennington said. "I
was able to refocus in singles. I just really wanted to win and that
was basically it. I just wanted it more than the other girl. I was down
and fought back because I wanted every single point. It just worked
out in my favor because I kept playing."
No.3 Cunitz took a 6-1, 6-1 victory and No.4 Webb tallied a 6-1,60 win. With sets of 6-4, 6-l and 6-0, 6-3, respectively, No. S Ottosen
and No. 6 Bochenek wrapped up the teams' wins.
After losing the first set 2-6, McGahee at No. 2 sent the match to
a tiebreaker with a 7-6 win in the second set. She recorded the only
loss for the Racers in a tough 7-10 battle to the fmish in favor of her
Austin Peay opponent.

Elizabeth Johnson can be reached at elizabetha.johnson@
murraystate.edu.

Rick Burres/The News-

Junior Angela McGahee serves at the Purcell Courts on Tuesday aoainst Southeast Missouri StateUniversity.

'Breds drop 5th straight,
face SEMO in triple-header.
Ricky Martin
Staff writer

Rick Burres/The News

Senior pitcher Marc Harmon throws acurevball Tuesday against Evansville.

Looking to end their season-high five~game losing
streak, the Murray State Thoroughbreds will welcome Ohio Valley Conference leading Southeast
Missouri State University into Reagan Field this
weekend for a three-game series.
The Redhawks (18-ll, 8-1) have won eight of their
last 11 games, however this weekends' series is only
the third time this season the Redhawks have played
more than two straight games on the road.
'Breds Head Coach Rob McDonald said the team
(18-12, 1-4) will need to regain their composure with
their starting pitching.
"I feel good that we will come out and get good
pitching like we have on the weekends," Head Coach
Rob McDonald said. "I think our guys will be ready
to come out and compete against SEMO and I feel
good that we will come out and play well and swing
the bats here at home. I feel like we will have a good
weekend."
The 'Breds' fifth-straight loss came against the Purple Aces of the University of Evansville Tuesday at
Reagan Field.
Sophomore Elliot Frey, junior Kyle Tiernan and
junior Daniel Hill all went deep for the 'Breds, but it
was not enough as they fell ll-6, with junior righthander Dan Huff (3-2) taking the loss.
"It certa inly wasn't one of our better games of the
year," McDonald said. "We didn't come out with the
same intensity we should have, and, although we got
behind and kind of made a comeback. which is good
to see, we just didn't play nine strong innings."

The Purple Aces scored six runs off of seven bits
in the second and third innings, jumping out to a 6-0
lead heading into the fourth.
The 'Breds got a run back in both the fourth and
fifth innings, when Evansville took the lead back to
sbc after plating two more on a Greg Wallace two-run
shot.
In the bottom of the seventh inning the 'Breds
were able to start a rally with a Tiernan solo home
run.
With one out, a walk by Frey and a triple from
junior Wes Cunningham extended the inning to
allow Hill to bit his ninth home run of the season, a
two-run shot to left field.
Evansville scored three more over the last two
innings to secure the victory. Tiernan, Cunningham
and junior Jason Laws each had two bits for the
'Breds.
The series against Southeast Missouri will start at
I p.m. today followed by a second game at 4 p.m.
The series fmale is Saturday with the opening
pitch set for 1 p.m.
The 'Breds will send junior right-hander Chris
Craycraft to the mound for the opening game and
junior left-bander Daniel Calhoun will get the start in
the second game of the doubleheader.
"(Craycraft and Calhoun) pretty much just need to
keep doing what they are doing," McDonald said.
"They have been pretty solid every time out this season and they have always given us a great opportunity to win. We need to play well defensively behind
them as well as hit and bit timely."

Ricky Martin can be reached at richard.martin@
murraystate.cdu.
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Track, field takes on Ole Miss
Greg Waddell
Staff writer

Post season/pre season picks
The Tar Heels and coach Roy Williams
took home the hardware but the 2-Minute
' Drill is already looking to the future and
•' evaluating how the Final Four teams will
' do next year.
• We start with North Carolina. The
national champions could have a very
rough time going into next year. Former
' Player of the Year Tyler Hansbrough and
' fellow seniors Danny Green, Bobby Frasor
• and Marcus Ginyard are all gone with
' graduation.
~ Juniors Ty Lawson,
Wayne
Ellington
and
Deon Thompson
are all possible
• candidates for the
NBA Even if just
•' Lawson
leaves
from this group
' the Tar Heels
Tim
' will be decimatMacAllister
Assistant
' ed. Lawson has
Sports Editor
arguably
the
' quickest
first
: step in basketball and will likely try his tal, ents in the NBA.
This is similar to what Connecticut is
losing. Junior Hasheem Thabect will most
likely leave early, taking seniors A.J. Price
and Jeff Adrien with him. The Huskies will
have to make do with Jerome Dyson and
Stanley Robinson next year but it is doubtful they will be able to make the Final
Four.
Villanova will take a couple of hits due
to graduation, losing forward Dante Cun. ningham and Dwayne Anderson. Fortu• nately for the Wildcats it appears that sen• sational guard tandem Corey Fisher and
Scottie Reynolds will return to school next
year.
Michigan State looks to fare the best of
' this year's Final Four teams. With the
· departure of the lock down defensive
guard Travis Walton, and big man Goran
' Suton the Spartans lose two starters but
• with Tom lzzo's depth this year his team
should still be atop the Big Ten next year.
•
It will be tough for the Spartans next
. year with almost the Purdue Boilermaker's
~ roster coming back. Four of the top five
• scorers and the key playmakers all return
to challenge the Spartans in the Big Ten.
The Big 12 is much more up in the air.
• Kansas should return all its key players.
• while Oklahoma will be left without an
.,. inside presence. The Griffin brothers'
' departure' has to seem like a departure of
the low-post dominanc" in Norman. Mis,. souri is losing its top three scorers. Tigers
~ coach Mike Anderson must live up to his
~ new contract with a repeat of last years'
•• performance. The "Fastest 60 minutes in
' basketball" will have to have players step
up and play a bigger scoring role.
The Big East is losing a lot but will
reload and again be dominant. Pittsburgh,
' Connecticut, Louisville and Villanova all
., lose big men. Where Marquette is losing
' its dash and flash guards, Syracuse hopes
to retain both Eric Devendorf and Johnny
Flynn. The Big East is once again wide
open, but don't expect a huge drop off
from last year.
The Atlantic Coast Conference is a little
more defined as of late. Duke has emerged
' as the front-runner if Gerald Henderson
stays. North Carolina's clearinghouse bas
:· been documented. Wake Forest lost Jeff
Teague most likely to an NBA exit but will
still contend. Clemson loses K.C. Booker
but maintains almost everyone else. They
have a legitimate shot to contend for the
~A ACC crown if Duke stumbles down the
r4 stretch.
' We now go on to some of the good
• moves and bad moves being made early in
the coaching carousel and players declaring the draft. The first is Missouri coach
Mike Anderson. Anderson opted to stay
with the Tigers in a long-term deal- good
for the university and good for Anderson's pocketbook.
' Former Xavier coach Scan Miller
accepted the Arizona job. Good move for
Arizona and Miller. Miller gets a higher
proflle job and Arizona gets the big name
coach to replace Lute Olsen. Xavier gets
shafted.
Memphis hires Josh Pastner a longtime
assistant under John Calipari. This is not
the best hire for the Tigers. He is considered a good recruiter but not a proven
·, coach.
Tim MacAJJistcr can be reached at
timotby.macallister@murraystatc. edu.

A week after a successful meet at
the Joey Haines Invitational on
April 3-4, the Murray State track
and field team will return to competition today, traveling to Oxford,
Miss., to compete in the Ole Miss
Invitational.
The Racers have three remaining
events before OVC Outdoor Championships May L
Head Coach Dereck Chavis said
tbe.team's main goal is still to have
a good finish in the championship.
"We'd like to see longer jumps,
and longer throws, and faster times,
but really all of the training, every·
thing is geared to do well at that
meet," Chavis said. "So regarding
expectations and performances (for
the Ole Miss Invitational), I really
don't have any. I just want us to
continue to make progress, technically, and in our training so we can
actually have a great meet at the
end of the season."
Although their eyes are fixed on
the end of the season. the Racers
performed well in the Joey Haines
Invitational, returning from Cape
Gifardeau, Mo., with a new school
record.
Senior Alicia Tempel broke her
own mark in the outdoor pole vault.
turning in a vault of 11 feet to
eclipse the old school's record of
lO'U.75
Chavis said it was a challenge for
Tempel after she sustained an
injury during the indoor season.
"Alicia actually hurt herself right
before the conference meet
indoors, so this past week is really
the first week that she's been able
to do any vaulting," Chavis said.
"So for her to be able to go out and
do what she did is really a strong
testament to the progress she's
made as a pole-vaulter in her career
here and she's actually had a pretry
good week of practice and we're
looking forward to seeing how
she's gong to come along for the
next few meets."
Other notable performers for the
Racers include junior Taylor Crawford, who placed second in the
1,500-meter run with a time of
4:38.19 seconds and fourth in Boometer at 2:22.70, and senior Shameka Dial, who placed fourth in the
shot put with a toss of 41.10 meters
and a 39.42-meter toss in the dis·
cuss to capture tenth.
Sophomore K.atelyn Jones and
freshman
Karissa
Magnuson
wrapped up the top performances
for Murray State as the pair finished one and two respectively in
the 3,000-meter steeplechase.
Chavis said he was happy with
his team's performance and its
strengths are starting to show.
"I'm very happy with a lot of our
performances," Chavis said. "I
think we're making great progress.

Senior jumper Alicia Tempel falls to the mats last weekend at the Haines Invitational at SEMO.
I think that considering this is a
time when we're still training prct·
ty heavily in preparation for the
conference meet at the beginning
of May, that we're still abll• to put
some good marks out there.
"We dcfmitely have some of the
best athletes, I believe, that our
conference has to offer. So, I just
think across the board our team is
pretty strong in a lot of different
events and I think that's something
that is going to be our strength as
we progress through the season
and arc in the OVC meet, is that we
are a pretty well-rounded team."
Greg Waddell can be reached at
gregory. waddcll@murraystatc.cdu.

Sophomore Katelyn Jones umps a hurdle during the Haines Invitational.

Men's golf earns 2nd at TSU, heads to UK
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
With 10 events already under their belts, the
Murray State men's golf team is set to travel to
the University of Kentucky Bluegrass Invitational. The event, beld at the University Club, will
run from today until Sunday. The Racers took
second place last year.
This past weekend, the Racers garnered another runner-up finish when they competed in the
Tennessee State Big Blue Intercollegiate. Murray State finished four shots behind Belmont
University, who took the win. The Racers ended
with a combined score of 860.
"We played under extremely tough conditions," Head Coach Eddie Hunt said. "Monday
was particularly brutal with really cold temperatures ... a little rain, a little sleet, little snow flur·
ries.lt was a brutal day to play 36 holes."
Murray State was led once again by sophomore Cameron Carrico, who also took second
place honors. Carrico shot 63-72-75 for a total of
210, five shots behind first place.
"Cameron, on the first 18, shot a 63 which I
think is a course record there," Hunt said. "It's
the lowest round competitively that I've had in
eight years. We ended up playing really well,
shot eight under par but Belmont had a really
good round as well I felt all along that we had an
excellent chance of winning the tournament. The
last day we had an opportunity but the last holes
we didn't play as well as we should have."

Filt• photo

Junior Cameron Carrico lines up his putt.
Junior Nick Newcomb took seventh place for
the Racers, shooting 72-73-70 for a total of 215.
Senior Mitchell Moore had rounds of 71·74-73 to
take 15th place. Junior Jared Wolfe finished 22nd
after scores of75-74-70 while junior Chris Griffin
placed 36th in the field of70 players with rounds
of 74-74-74. Sophomore Hunter ford competed
as an individual for Murray State and finished in
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48th place with scores of 78-74-74.
The Racers have competed in 10 events this
season and so far have come home with five wins
and four runner-up performances.
"It's probably been the best season Murray
State has ever had," Hunt said. "A lot of coll"gc
te11ms play all year and never have one win,
much less five. I think that shows Otlr team has
played well all year, I think it shows we've £lll a
really strong team guing into the conference
tournament. We've beat every team in the conference, but that doesn't necessarily mean we
will in the tournament but we've been real competitive."
Before the Hal~crs can tum their attention to
the OVC tournament, the UK .Bluegrass Invitational is next on their calendar. Murray State finished second in tht.· invitational last season, with
Carrico anchoring the Racers with a third place
finish.
"It's a great tournament to have before the
OVC tournament," Hunt said, ''This will Jcfinitc1)' be the strongest field we've played this yt·nr.
There's four or five teams ranked in the top 50,
one team is probably ranked in 1he top IS. We
played there last year and did pretty welL It'll be
a great tournament to end the season on."
The 2009 OVC tournament is hosted by Jack~onvillc State University at the "Fighting Joe"
Shoals Golf Course in Florence, Ala. Th(' course
Is 8,092 yards long and is a par 72.
Kyh•
Rogers
can
be
reached at
kylc.rogcrs@murraystatc.cdu.
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The Great

Outdoors
Turkeys wary of
weather
Turkey season is almost here and thousands of Kentucky turkey hunters will
flood the spring woods, shotgun or bow in
hand. with the same mix of hope. excitement and anxiety that comes before every
hunt.
The Kentucky
Department of fish
and Wildlife indicates
a healthy abundance
of birds, but a strong
population is only
half the battle. Success depends on some
Steve
cooperation from the
Miller
gobblers and nothing
Outdoor columnist makes turkey more
temperamental than
the weather.
Not many hunters have the luxury of
being in the woods every day of turkey
season and most have to play the hand the
weather gods deal them.
Unfortunately in spring, this hand can
range from a bright and warm day to blowing rain .and cold temperatures. When it
comes to turkey hunting, there are no hard
Alison MugiPrfThe Nf'W\
and fast rules or patterns for any situation,
Sophomore Renaldo Domonev and junior Jorge Caetano prepare to receive a serve in doubles play at Purcell Tennis Courts against Tennessee Tech this spring.
, but some strong correlations exist
between the gobbling, breeding and daily
activity of birds in relation to the different
weather factors.
Turkeys rely on their eyes to sense danger, so when the day breaks and there is no
sunshine, they arc apprehensive to fly
down from the safety of their roost. UsualIn singles the string of close matches contin"When we won the doubles point, it really felt
Will Plukston
ly it takes around a half-hour for the birds
like we had a chance to win the match," said Purued as Tennessee Tech's No. 1 seed O'Brien
Staff writer
to feel safe. This will delay their normal
defeated Rutherford in a long series of sets, 4-6,
cell. "Our one and two doubles played really
routine of gobbling and strutting. Do not
great and our doubles play has been really strong
The Murray State men's tennis te.am narrowly
6-1. 6-Q. Tech's No.3 seed Chen defeated Milicepanic if the birds fail to respond to your
dropped a 3-4 decision to Tennessee Tech April
vic, 6-4, 1-6, 6-1 and Tech's No. 5 seed Gutierrez
this year."
calls as soon as the day breaks. Be patient
defeated Firth, 7-f:J (7-5), 6-2.
In singles, the Racers were defeated in four of
3, in a back-and-forth game. The Racers have a 3and wait for the bird to feel safe.
After facing Eastern Illinois in Charleston, the
their six matches, with Murray State's No.2 Mil2 conference record and only a few games until
Both turkeys and hunters dislike high
icevic (6-0, 6-2) and No.5 Jorge Caetano (6-2. 4the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
Racers face Jacksonville State in Murray on the
winds because it hinders the turkeys' abilThe Racers ar<• preparing to distance themPurc<.>ll Tennis Courts Sunday for a make-up
6, 6-4) defeating their opponents.
ity to communicate.
selves from the rest of the OVC pack by bolstergame from a rainout earlier in the season.
The No. 3 seeded Domoney put up a battle
When the wind is blowing, it is hard for
ing their record with two solid wins against EastThe jacksonville State Gamecocks are putting
against Tennessee Tech's Chen, but was defeated
the toms to bear other birds calling and
7-5,7-5.
ern lllinois University on Saturday and jackup impressive numbers, with a win percentage of
consequently they gobble Jess in response
.882 and a record of 15-2 (4-1 OVC). The Game"Our No. 5 guy, Caetano is still undefeated in
sonville State on Sunday.
to each other. On the other hand, some
cocks' only losses have come from the Universiour conference, he's stepped up to the plate and
"We still need to win at least one more to
hunters make the mistake of calling louder
secure us a spot in the OVC tournament," Head
ty of :Alabama and Eastern Kentucky.University.
he probably plays just about as well as anybody
and more often. They may be heard, but
Coach Mel Purcell said. "Right now we're tied to
This week is also busy for the Gamecocks. .as
on the team," Purcell said.
the calls will sound unnatural and out of
get in, but ... we've got to keep playing matl:h to
they will face Mercer University, Tennessee
The story wasn't much different for the Racers
context. This will put the listening toms
match and we're just luoking forward to getting
State and UT Martin, before finishing up their
on Wednesday as the men's tennis team hearton high alert. It is better to set up in lowbreakingly lost another close decision, this time
to play these guys."
regular season against Murray.
lying areas. wooded areas, on the downThis week is busy for Purcell and his team, as
Must notably, the Gamecocks are coming off a
to UT Martin, with a score of 4-3.
wind side of hills or woods that the
the Racers already took on University of TenMurray State wasn't able to execute their
recent 7-0 win over Morehead State, who dcfl~at
turkeys will use for shelter and feeding
must-win strategy for doubles and consequently
nessee-Martin on Wednesday and will finish two
ed the Racers in a dose 3-4 game, two weeks ago.
grounds and keep calling at the very mini·
lost at both the No. 1 and No. 2 seeds, leaving
of their next three matches on the ro:td. First
"We just want to win that doubles point
mum.
against these guys, because if we do, we have a
them without the doubles point going into sinMurray State will stop in Charleston, Ill., to face
Hunters would prefer to hunt only on
the Eastern Illinois Panthers.
real strong chance of winning," Purcell said.
gles play.
, the sunny and warm days offering the
The Panthers arc sporting a .500 team with a
The Murray State men's tennis team will try to
The Racers went up early against UT Martin in
highest percent of success and allowing
get back on their feet as the Racers were toppled
singles, taking three quick wins, before the Sky10·10 overall record (3-4 OVC) and have an
turkeys the best conditions to follow their
unlucky 1-3 record when facing teams at home on
hawks battled back, winning at the first, second
at home, in a close 3-4 loss to Tennessee Tl•ch
routines and mating rituals. But spring can
the Darling Courts. Eastern Illinois is coming off
Apri13.
and fifth :-;eeds, dealing the Racers a one-point
throw weather curveballs that will change
loss, with only two games left for them to gain
a back-to-back road tr:ip, where it went up against
"It's hard to feel great ab~1ut a loss ... but I fed
a turkey's behavior.
Tennessee State and Tennessee Tech, winning
pretty good about it, bcl:ause if we get a chnnct•
one more point for the OVC Tournament.
Savvy hunters should think one step
the first (7-0) and losing the latter (0-7).
to play them again in the OVC tourney in Paduc"We would really like to have at least one more
ahead of the wily birds and respond to
Eastern Illinois could not connect on any of the
ah, (Ky.) we'll have a real chance to beat them,"
win under us so that we can secure a spot in Padtheir changes because so much of an
ucah (at the OVC Tournament)," said Purcell.
right strokes on Sunday and helped Tennessee
Purcell said.
accomplished mission relies on being in
Tech to a 10-f:J (5-1 OVC) record. The g:tme startThe Racers won the doubles point early on. in
They will attempt to get that win at home, 10
the right place at the right time.
ed off extremely close in the doubles games as
two close matches at the No. 1 and No. 2 seeds.
a.m. Sunday, against the No. 3 team in the OVC ,
Like the weather, there is nothing preTt•nnessee Tech's No. 1 seed, O'Brien/Girting,
Ben
Clos/Jose
Berardo
defeated
Jacksonville State Gamecocks at Purcell Tennis
dictable or ordinary about hunting spring
defeated MJiicevic/Nestrud, 9-7, and Tennessee
O'Bricn/Girling in a marathon 9-8 match and
courts.
gobblers and that is what draws me to do
WilJ Pinkston can be.• reached at
Tech's No.3 seed, Pachon/Kirstein, very narrowLuka Miliccvic/Renald.o Domoney defeated
it. I am by no means an expert turkey
william.pinkston@murraystatc.t•du.
ly defeated Rutherford/Firth, 9-8 (H-6).
Chen/Gutierrez. 8-6.
hunter, and have only spent a few springs
chasing toms, but I have memories that
will stick with me for my lifetime.
J think the biggest allure to bunting
turkeys is the stories you will have to tell
after your experiences. Whether you
shoot a bird or not, you can count on
invitational, returning from a ISwas selected as the OVC Co-Golfer
days and Morgan Cross hitting an something remarkable happening. The
Staff Report
place finish at the William and
of the week for her performance in
81 on day one, and a 79 on day two.
size of a turkey's brain has no relationship
The Murray State women's golf
Mary Invitational in Williamsburg,
the invitational.
Par for the Ole Miss golf course is
to the intelligence of these creatures. They
Anderson finished with a total of
team finished seventh out of a field
Va.
72 strokes.
will often outsmart you and leave you with
of 14 in the Ole Miss Rebel IntercolThe two-day First Market Bank
161 strokes, good enough to finish
The final round saw Murray State a story of how close you were to filling
legiate against universities.
improving two places :md putting your tag.
Intercollegiate pittl·d the Lady
tied for 30 out of the 124-player
the Racers one point ahead of MisThe teams ranged from Tulane to
Colonels up against 21 other teams.
field.
And this is the reason I hunt turkey. The
Oregon State, and now look for
sissippi State (932) and U points encounters I have with these birds always
The Racers arc traveling to Eastincluding fellow OVC School Moreanother.good finish this weekend as
head State.
ern Kentucky's Lady Colonel spring
ahead of Kennesaw State (940).
throw me for a loop and often I finish the
the Racers travel to Eastern Keninvitational, after coming off an
At the First Bank Intercollegiate,
Morgan Cross improved 13 spots
hunt laughing or close to tears as I retell
tucky for the Lady Colonel Classic
University of Alabama took first
inspiring seventh-place finish at the
with her final round score of 72
the stories.
(total score of232), enough to finish
Eastern Kentucky's Lady Colonel
with a final stroke score of 609,
Ole Miss Rebel lntercollegiate FriIt doesn't matter that J harvested nothspring invitational will be hosted at
University of Richmond finished
day through Sund:1y.
in 24th place and first among h!!r
ing. I always enjoy myself and at times
the Arlington golf course in Richwith a score of 627 ;md Charleston
Murray State competed in a field
teammates.
admit these pea-brained birds are just
mond, Ky.
Southern rounded out the top-three
of teams including the top·five
Andrea Downer finished 28th smarter than I am.
The two-day, 18·team, spring
with a score of 630. Morehead State
teams: Tulane (finishing with a
with a total233, and Joyce Trus fininvitational is the last invitational
889), Ole Miss (tinishing with a
ished 33rd with a total of 235.
placed 12th and beat out Eastern
Kentucky by nearly ten strokes
901), Oregon State <finishing with a
The Racers left Oxford, Miss.,
for both Ohio Valley Conference
teams, as the OVC Women's Golf
912), Missouri <finishing with a 913)
with a final score of 656, with Eastwith a seventh-place finish and a
ern Kentucky finishing in 15th with
and Arkansas State (finishing with a
total score of 929.
Championships are set to take place
at ' host school Eastern Kentucky,
921).
a score of 665.
The Murray State women's golf
April 23-25 in London, Ky.
After Eastern Kentucky's match
After rounds one and two, the
team will tee off at 9 a.m. tomorThe Eastern Kentucky Lady
at the First Market Bank IntercolleRacers had shot a 319 and a 313, with
row, playing 36 holes, then again at
Steve Miller can be reached at
Culonels are going into their spring
9 a.m. on Sunday, playing 18 holes.
giate, Eastern's Gabrielle Anderson
Andrea Downer hitting a 79 on both
stc1·en.mifler@murraystate.edu.

Racers drop 3-4 to Tech

Women travel to EKU for Lady Colonel Classic
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Huskies, Tarheel's

Photo courtesy o( bayareasportsguy.com

Photo< ouriC.S)' of playstrongnation.com
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PhOto counesy of latimes.com

Women earn 6th Huskie title ,UNC takes Michigan State
Associated Press
ST. LOUIS, Mo. - After one
last blowout, Connecticut could
finally exhale und take its place
in basketball history.
Tina Charles had 25 points
and ~rrabbcd 19 rcb~lunds Tuesday night as UConn routed
Louisville 76-54 and captured
the Huskies' sixth title.
"l'm so overwhelmed how I
feel about the way it ended,"
Connecticut
Coach
Gcno
Auriemma said a few minutes
after he helped cut down the

nets•ttheScottcadoCentcrand
was carried off the court. ''This
is the first time since the brackets came out I didn't fed like I'm
going to get sick, physically sick,
thinking about everything that
was abe ad of us."
It wasn't just that Connecticut
claimed another championship.
It was how they did it.
UConn won every one of its
39 games by double digits, a first
in college basketball.
Charles was ll·for-U from the
field, and fell just one rebound
short of becoming only the sec-

'<,.;fl.~

~

5' College o~
VJ.._rrr

*

ond play« em ;n, ch•mp;onship game to have at least 20
points and 20 rebounds. She was
named the outstanding player of
the Final Four.
Maya Moore and Montgomcry each added 18 points for
the Huskies.
Angel McCoughtry finished
off her stellar career for
Louisville with 23 points.
Candyce Bingham was the
only other Cardinal in double
figures with 10 points as
Louisville (34-5) shot a dismal31
percent.

~

~BUSINESS,

~

and Public Affairs t5

I

in 17-point finals victory

after the school claimed its previous title,
and went on to post a 101-14 record through
four years with three regular-season ACC
titles and two Final Four appearances.
They capped their run with a never-indoubt victory over the Spartans, who got no
closer than 13 points in the second half.
North Carolina (34-4), the first unanimous preseason No. 1 in the history of The
~socll!ted Press Top 25, overcame an 0·2
start to the ACC season to claim another
regular-season title and posted double-figure wins in all six of its NCAA tournament
games.

Associated Press

1

CHAPEL HII.l., N.C. - Whoop it up, Tar
Heels, you brought another NCAA championship trophy back to campus.
Coach Roy Williams' team returned home
Tuesday to celebrate the proud program's
fifth national title and first since 2005 with
about J3,000 revved-up fans less than 24
hours uftcr beating Michigan State 89-72 in
Detroit.
Especially for seniors Tyler Hansbrough,
Bobby Jo'rasor and Green. They came to
campus in the fall of 2005, a few months

·

yCeased to tnvtte you to
~

~

"Princp(ed Leadershp"
a Lecture 6y :Jofin ?t.({ison
Pormer President/C!EO and current Chairman of tfie 'Board of 'B'B&rf
!Jn fionor of tfie 'B'B&rf Poundation's §ift
Of $1,ooo,ooo to 'Murray State 'University's
Co(feae of 'Business and Pu6fic ?t.jfairs.
Pfease join us on 'Monday at 4 y.m.
in tfie 'Murray_ 1Wom at
tfie 'Reaiona( Syecia( !Events Center.
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Two performers participate In a sword fiQht.

Photos by t.lel is~a DcYoung! The News

.

Two actors fight while performing "The Servant of Two Masters." The showIs at 7:30 p.m. today and Saturday at Robert E. Johnson Theater.

Students perform scenes from "The Servant of Two Masters."

Theater department presents classic characters in unique way
Jess Nall
Staff writer
A story of love, mistaken identity
and a servant's scheme to thicken his
wallet all come together in the
Renaissance classic. "The Servant of
Two Masters" by Carlo Goldoni.
The show opened Thursday and is
at 7:30 p.m. today and Saturday at
Robert E. Johnson Theater. A matinee is at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday.
Angi Hanan, assistant professor of
theate,r, is directing the play. This is
her first play since she came tQ..Mur·
ray State this year.
"This play was 'written in tht.• late
18th century and we have used a
modern adaptation of it," Han:ln
said. "Originally, it was a comcdia
del artc play, which is a very particular style of comedy."
Hunan Sl\id, Comedia del artc is a

physical style of acting in which all
of the characters have various physicalities that distinguish and develop
the character portrayed.
"The Servant of Two Masters" has
many different plots and sub-plots,
but Hanan said the main story is
about a servant who decides to work
for two musters without revealing
his double employment to e ither
one.
Originally. much of the play was
improvised and relied on the use o f
stock characters. The actors would
have a bask outline of the ploLand
would improvise the rest of the play.
Hanan and her students used a
script, although many other versions
did not.
Matthew Collins, senior from Marion, Ky., plays the character Panatalone.
Panatalonc is a stingy older man

with distinct physical features .
"Each character has a specific
movement," Collins .said. "My character is very drawn in as if he is
always counting money. If you were
the Jove interest in the show, you
would lt•ad with your chest like you
arc trying to find your mate."
Because the characters arc classic
Collins said the performers had to
take the infllrmation they were given
and find out how they wanted to
portray their own character.
Hanan said Collins has one of the
most extreme physicalities of anyone in the play. She said most of her
students did not realize how difficult
it is to learn how to maintain their
posture for long periods of time.
Cast members participated In a
week-long workshop to learn the
physical features of the characters
they arc portraying.

"This play has a quick pace,"
Hanan said ...There is a lot of action
and almost an acrobatic quality to
the movement of the characters.
This style of comedy is different
because it requires so much energy."
Hanan said performing in this particular play is a great opportunity for
students as they are able to partici·
pate in a Renaissance.
Hanan said although "The Servant
of Two Masters" is a little out of the
ordinary and may push some boundaries but she hopes audience members are able to watch it with an
open mind and take a good look at
the human experience presented in
the play.
"There's something in this show
for everyone and I h ope people arc
able to enjoy it," Hanan said.
T ickets are free for students with a
Racercard. Tickets for the general

public are $10. For more information
on h ow to reserve tickets. contact
the theatre department at 809-4421.
Jess N ail can be reached at
jessica.nall@murraystate.edu.
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Bl99e•t • Best Buffet In Townl
More than 150 items changing daily for lunch & dinner including:

wednesday rnghts
7- S-30 p m_
$5

MrMES TO &OJ
RENT YOUR MOVIES
AT THE MOVIES
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·Appetizers

oSoups

-General Tso's
~

·Salad Bar
·Sushi
·Steak
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Shrimp
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<Cocklall Shrimp

CALL 270-753-8084

Calloway
Downs
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Shrimp
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Sarah Clark. junior from Paducah, Ky., was aowned this year's Miss
MSU.

Photos by lauren Bell/The New:;

Participants In this year's Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant line up onstage for photos after the competition Saturday. Afteen women competed for the title.

Students compete for pageant title, scholarship prizes
Laura Cash
Staff writer
If you've ever watched the
movie "Miss Congeniality,"
you know beauty pageants are
much more than beauty contests - they arc scholarship
programs. That was demonstrated at this year's Miss
MSU Scholarship Pageant.
Miss MSU received an $850
scholarship, first runner-up
received a $375 scholarship.
second runner-up received a
$325 scholarship. third runner-up received a $250 scholarship and four*h runner-up
received a $200 scholarship.
Sarah Clark. junior from

Paducah, Ky., won this year's
Miss MSU title. She said she
is looking forward to the personal rewards coming with
the title.
"I wanted to do it because l
wanted to be a role model and
promote Murray State like
(last year's Miss MSU>" she
said.
Clark said this was thl' first
real pageant in which she
competed in. She was nominated her freshman year but
was not selected as one of the
top 15 to compete.
..It just goes to show you
that anyone can do it," Clark
said. "You don't have to be
Greek to go for it."

Fifteen
Murray
State
women competed this year,
but only after beating 39 other
applicants. In total, 54 women
were nominated by Murray
State organizations and
applied to compete In the
pageant.
Erin Atha, junior from
Frankfort, Ky., and executive
director of the pageant, said
each campus organization
was allowed to nominate one
female for the pageant. From
there, each nominee had the
option to apply.
Seven judges interviewed
the 54 nominees during the
preliminary judging. Atha
said each candidate was asked

the same three questions.
Each contestant was scored
based on her responses to the
questions, GPA, activities and
involvement on campus. Each
judge was provided with a
scoring sheet as a reference.
Atha said she applied for
the executive director position in April 2008 through the
Campus Activities Board and
was interviewed in August
2008.
"l enjoy planning
for
events and so 1 thought it was
a good way to get to know
people and be invowed With
student government," Atha
said.
She said her best attributes

Light the Way to a Cure!
Relay For Life
Luminaria Ceremony

Fri., May 1, 2009 9 p.m.
Stewart Stadium
Luminaria Order Form

$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria
Light a luminaria in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle with
cancer or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor or to SUPPORT a caregiver.
Memorialluminaria are a symbol of HOPE for future cancer patients. Survivors'luminaria
are a symbol of HOPE for their today and many tomorrows. Each luminaria will be
personalized with the name of the person being remembered or honored. The luminaria
will line the track and be lit for the
Luminaria Ceremony at 9 p.m. on May 1. Join us for this special event!

0 ln Honor of
0
In Memory of
Please usc one form per person.

[1

In Support of a Caregiver

Name ____________________________________________________________
Please prmt dearly

Your Name ________________________________________________________
Admess______________________________________________________
City/State/Zip

Daytime Phone_ _ ___

Donation Enclosed $

n

Cash

Total number of luminaria bags for this person _ _

n Check made payable to American Cancer Society

0 Read name during luminaria ceremony at Relay or ::1 Not necessary to read name during ceremony
0 No acknowledgment necessary
or 0 Send acknowledgment card to:
Name_____________________________________________________________

Addrcss----------------------------~-------------------------City/Statc/Zip_ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Please mail Luminaria Order Form and donation to

Relay For Life, 100 N. Sh St, Murray, KY 42071
or return to The Murray Bank. For more luminaria information, contact Carol Sims
270-753-1578.

CANCER SURVIVORS:
To pick up a shirt. you m\L"it pre-register by April 111• C'all Melissa at 270-382-2613.
You can sign in for the survivor lap at RSEC after 3 p.m. on May 1st.
Luminaria sponsored by:

,

for leading the pageant
included her organizational
skills and optimism.
"I tried to help contestants
stay motivated and reminded
them to have fun with the
pageant," Atha said.
These motivational skills
were helpful when it came to
weekly practices, which started the first Tuesday of February and continued every
Tuesday until the event. Atha
said these practices included
group rehearsals of the opening dance routine, formal
wear ttps and :working on posture during presentation.
Atha said it was easy for the
contestants to make time for

the practices and rehearsals.
Despite the horror stories
that sometimes erupt from
similar pageants. Atha said
there weren't any real internal problems between the
competitors. She said about a
week prior to the pageant,
there was some competitive
tension but nothing severe.
"I thought it was a great
experience for the girls since
they can grow and learn from
each other throughout the
process," Atha said. "Healthy
competition helps you grow
a!'!ll1 tndlvtdual."
Laura
Cash
can
be
reached
at
laura.cash@
murraystate.edu.
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Movie Review

Styf!d

'Sex Drive' offers quoteable lines, little more Stilettos

Cody Arant

The question of length:
to cut or not to cut

Staff writer
W e've all been there. The
anonymity of the Internl't makes it
perfect for helping shy, awkward
people get laid. You start by
exchanging IMs. As you get more
bold, you get more flirtatious. Pretty soon, you're typing one-handed.
Eventually, someone mentions
meeting in real life and you stop
returning their messages and find
the next voiceless, faceless entity
with whom to have an unhealthy
relationship.
Pretty funny stuff.
This is the basic premise of "Sex
l>rivc." On the surface, this is an
utterly gcnl•ric movie. "Oh. I get it.
The guy is an awkward virgin whll
is in love with his best friend, a surprisingly hot girl who has relegated
h im to the friend zone. Also, she
may be in love \\ith his other best
friend, a complete jerk with chutzpah out the wahzoo who cnn talk
his way into the pants of anything
with a vagina. "That's not exactly
like every teen movie ever made.
Oh wait, yes. it is.
The titular drive refers to the
road trip on which the main triu
embark. The awkward dude has
managed to convince a girl on the
Internet that he's cute enough to
perform sc..xual acts on top of. But,
what kind of movie would it be if
the simple drive from Chicago to
Knoxville, Tenn.. came off without
a hitl~h? I'll bet shenanigans ensue
along tht• way.
And ensue they do, from Cleve·
land Steamers to accidental abstinence pledges to an Amish Seth
Green , \\"llckiness waits :uound
every curve. But, come on, we all
know where this movie is inexorably plodding. The shy guy wusscs out because he's in love. The

I've always been
under the impression me n prefer
women with long
hair to women with
shor t hair. T h en
again, isn't sh ort
hair mo re pro fession al-looking in
general? Research
Whitney
does actually confirm men find long
Harrod
h a ir more attractive, with the long flowing tresses acting as a symbol for good reproductive
fitness.
Maybe m y mother has actually been
the one who has influenced me to never
cut my long brown hair. I've only b roken the no-cut rule twice in my life
(excluding two inch-or-less trims).
Now, I'm reco nsidering the reasons
why I've chosen to keep my hair long.
Some of these reasons are difficult
and/or embarrassing for me to admit. I
actually believed and still believe (to a
small extent) it is my duty to please the
opposite sex. I think I speak for most
women when I say I subconsciou sly
want to please men.
Is this an evolutionary thought?
Obviously. I'm independent and know
happiness only derives from my own
actions separate from those of men. A
research journal. Huma n Nature,
reported men find long-haired women
more attractive than short-haired
women because long hair tends to disguise less-than-attractive facial features.
On the other hand. women older than
40, who tend to have poorer quality of
skin, are now op ting for longer hair·
styles. O lder women on television
shows like "Grey's Anatomy" and "Desperate Housewives" ~wne rally all sport
hair below the ir shoulders.
Maybe women genetically age better
than we did 100 years ago and thus can
pull off younger looks. I don't know
how tanning and poor skin care can
trump plastic surgery and anti-aging
cremes.
1 liave a batr appointment this week
with intentions of cutting my almostwaist-length hair to my shoulders. I had
the recent epiphany to scrap all the
negative thoughts associated with short
hair.
At the moment, cutting my h air, ultimately. is to please the professional
world I'm ente ring this summer. I feel,
o therwise, with long h air, I would
appear too youthful and possible be
taken less seriously that others.
But the n again, I know of many successful professional women such as the
fiction al Dr. Addison Montgomery on
Private Practice with long hair. The fictional character, in her late thirties, did
recently cut her hair. I wonder why.

'Sex Drive' stars Josh Zuckerman (center) as an awkward nerd taking a road trip to have sex with agirl he met online.
"Sex DrivL•" has a runtime of 109
minutes and is rated R for stro ng
'crude and sexual content, nudity,
language and some drug and alcohol use - all involving teens.
Cody Arant can be reached at
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.

dialogue. It is deliciously quotable,
which, in a post·Apatow comedy
industry, can be just as importunt as
anything else. Decency standan.Is
prevent me from putting a lot of the
quotes in print, unfortunately.
The DVD release includes almost
no special features, because most of
them arc included in the unrated
v~rsion of the film. If )'OU haven't
seen the film already, start with the
theatrical release. The unrated version throws in a lot of craziness that
seems weird. There are naked peo·
pic for no real reason and bits of
improvisation that gut cut from the
final release. It's something akin to
watching a raw cut of the film.
In all, "Sex Drive" is hilarious and
awesome, despite an ultra-generic
plot. It's ddinildy worth watching.

chick learns w hy douche bags arc
jerks and what she should ao about
those funny feelings regarding her
best friend. The charismatic
lothario learns his lesson, either
through a girl worth settling down
with, or a raging case of some hilariotL<; STD.
Don't get me wrong, the movie is
still hilarious. The actors all deliver.
Clark Duke (TV's "Greek") steals
the show as the ladies' man with
moxy to spare. Josh Zuckerman
(TV's "Kyle XY") plays a sufficiently loveable dope. Plus, he really
commits to the physical comedy.
Amanda Crew pulls off the spunky
love interest with gusto. I'd do
things to her, which is basically
what she's going for, I guess.
Where the movie really shines is

Zero tickets: Save your cash
One ticket: Only if you're bored
Two tickets: Rent it on Netflix
Three tickets: Head to the box
office
Four tickets: A future classic

myTunes·
What's. playing
. • ·onmytPod?
Every other week, Murray State
students wiU share what tunes
they keep at the top of their
playlist.

1. ¥J am Alive" by Cellne Dlon
2. "New Day" by Cellne Dlon
3. -Gnly Time" by Enya
4.11tne After Time" by Eva tassldy
~ "Breakawar by Kelly Clarkson

6. ,.s.1ndependent" by Ne-Yo
1. "Are You strong ~ ~ DiJie

Chicks
l "Apoloc)ize" by Timbaland
9. "My Immortal" by Evanescence
10. -what Hurts the Most" by Rascal
flltts

Maha AI-Muhareb, graduate student
from Riy'-ldh, Saudi Arabia, said she
believes music can alter a person's
mood.
"Optimistic songs can give me a
motivation to think more positively
about my day," Al-Muhareb said.
This is why her favorite song is
Celine l>ion's "I am Alive." AlMuhareb said this song in particular is
uplifting and brightens her day.
She describes herself as an opti·
mistk person and said her musical
selections help her to remain that war.
Said AI-Muhareb: "The music might
encoumgc you to think positive 3t the
beginning of your day."

Lauren BciVThe News

Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.

AI-Muhareb plays •t am Alive" by CelineOion on her iPod.

MURRAY
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CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE: '95 Mazda
Protege LX. Automatic, air, heat, power
locks and windows,
CD player, needs
some work, $1 ,000 or
best offer. Call 502553-5940 if interested.
FOR S~LE: Gently
used leather full-size
couch, $115 or best
offer. Call 502-5002097 if interested.
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]4 6~Ads may be submitted in
Wi lson Hall room 111 ,
mailed to Classifieds, do
The Murray State News,
2609 University Station,
Murray, KY 42071,
ore-mailed to
thenews@murraystate.edu
For more information
call 809-4478.
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